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ABSTRACT 
This work introduces a new class of simple comtrans algebras obtained in the tangent space 
of a complex Grassmann manifold. It is shown that some of the simple algebras of this new, 
Grassmann type do not appear as simple algebras of any of the previously known types. 
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CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW 
In this chapter comtrans algebras are defined and examples given for the four broad types 
of simple comtrans algebras currently known. Some of the prerequisite details of the general 
algebraic theory of comtrans algebras, particularly concerning the universal enveloping algebra 
of a comtrans algebra, are summarized. 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
A comtrans algebra E over a unital commutative ring R is an JZ-module E equipped with 
two trilinear ternary operations, a commutator [z, z] and a tranaWor (z, z), such that the 
commutator satisûes the identity 
[x,x,y] = 0, (1.1.1) 
the translator satisfies the Jacobi identity 
(z, z) + (%, z, z) + (z, i, %/) = 0, (1.1.2) 
and together the commutator and translator satisfy the comtmna identify 
[z,y,z] = (z,;/,z). (1.1.3) 
1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The motivation for the study of comtrans algebras can be traced in the following chrono­
logical order: 
* Lie's Third Fundamental Theorem [17], states that each local real analytic group deter­
mines a Lie algebra in its tangent space at the identity element. Furthermore, to each 
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finite dimensional real Lie algebra, there exists a corresponding local real analytic group, 
determining the given Lie algebra in its tangent space at the identity. 
* Bochner [19], isolated the algebraic content of this theorem, interpreting it as giving 
correspondences between real Lie algebras and real formal groups. 
* Mal'cev [20], extended Lie's theorem to correspondences between local real analytic or 
formal Moufang loops and algebras now known as Mal'cev algebras. 
* Chevalley, Dieudonnë et al [23], [22], investigated Lie's theorem over fields of prime 
characteristic. 
* Akivis [18], motivated by differential-geometric study of 3-webs,sought an analogue of Lie 
algebras and Mal'cev algebras in the tangent space to the identity of an arbitrary real 
analytic loop.He referred to algebras he found as "W- algebras". They are now known as 
Akivis algebras. An Akivis algebra over an arbitrary ring R is R-module equipped with 
a bilinear operation [x,y] known as the (%nan/^ commutator and a trilinear operation 
(x,y,z) known as the associator such that, the commutator is anticommutative: 
[%,%/]+ [%/,z] = 0, (1.2.1) 
and the Akivis identity 
[[%,!/],%] + [[%, z],z] + [[z,z], &f] =(z, y, z) + (%, z, z) + (z, z, y) - (p, z, z) - (z,%, z)-
(z,z,y) 
(1.2.2) 
is satisfied. The corresponding analogue of Lie's theorem was given by Hofmann and 
Strambach [21]. 
* Smith [12], responded to the problem raised by Goldberg [2], of finding an algebraic 
construction in the tangent bundle of the coordinate n-ary loop of an (n-t-l)-web similar 
to the construction of Akivis algebra for 3-webs or (binary) loops. The algebras he 
constructed are called "comtrans algebras". Thus a comtrans algebra may be viewed as 
an analogue of a Lie, Mal'cev or Akivis algebras. 
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In this context, the role played by comtrans algebras is analogous to the role played by the 
Lie algebra of a Lie group. The standard Lie algebra multiplication is the binary commutator 
[2,y] = zy — yz of a bilinear and associative operation (z, %/) zy. Similarly, the standard 
ternary comtrans algebra operations are the ternary commutator 
[z, %/, z] = zpz - %/zz (1.2.3) 
and translator 
(z, y, z) = z%z - yzz (1.2.4) 
of a trilinear operation 
(z,y, z) 1-4 zyz. (1.2.5) 
Indeed, over a ring R in which 6 is a unit, any comtrans algebra arises from the commutator 
(1.2.3) and translator (1.2.4) of a suitably defined trilinear operation (1.2.5) [12]. 
Definition 1.2.1. Let E be a comtrans algebra over a commutative ring R with unity. A 
submodule J of E is said to be an ideal, written 
J < J5, 
if for all j € J, z, y 6 .E, all of b,z,%/], (j, z,y), and (y, z, j) lie in J. 
An A-submodule of a comtrans algebra g is an ideaf of # if and only if it is a (7(g)-
submodule. A comtrans algebra g is said to be aWion if and only if is a trivial (7(g)-
module, i.e. if and only if its commutators and translators are all zero.The comtrans algebra E 
is said to be aimpfe if it is non-abelian, and has no proper non-trivial ideals. Thus g is simple 
if and only if it is irreducible as a (7(g)-module. 
1.3 GENERAL TYPES OF SIMPLE COMTRANS ALGEBRAS 
Currently, there are four known general types of simple comtrans algebra: 
1. Rectangular; 
2. Lie; 
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3. Hermitian; 
4. Real Grassmannian. 
An algebra CT(A,B) of the Erst type is defined by two square matrices A and B (not neces­
sarily of the same size) over a field A. It is obtained by (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) from the trilinear 
operation 
where %, Y, Z are rectangular matrices sized so that the matrix product in (1.3.1) is defined. 
The exact criteria for the simplicity of CT(A. B) are given in [9]. A simple comtrans algebra 
CT(Z,) of the second, Lie, type is obtained by setting 
in a Lie algebra 1,. Then CT(.L) is simple if and only if ^ is simple (Theorem 3.2 of [9]). Simple 
comtrans algebras of the third type are obtained from spaces of Hermitian and generalised 
Hermitian operators [1] [10] [11]. Let H be the the real vector space of Hermitian operators on 
a complex Hilbert space. For example, # may be taken as the space of n x Hermitian 
matrices. Then II is closed under the Lie product 
(jr,y,z) (1.3.1) 
[z,2/,z] = (z,I/,z) = [[%,%], z] (1.3.2) 
[%,%] = %(zy - %/z) 
and the Jordan product 
= -(zy + i/z). 
These products are connected by the identities 
[y, [z, z]] = z o (y o z) - (z o y) o z 
and 
[z o y, z] = z o [,/, z] + y o [z, z]. 
A comtrans algebra structure is defined on # by taking 
[z, y, z] = 2z o (% o z) - 2% o (z o z) + [z, y] o z 
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as the commutator and 
(z, y, z) = 2z o (z o y) — 2y o (z o z) = [z, y o z] 
as the translator. The identities (1.1.1), (1.1.2) and(l.l.S) are readily veriûed. Jf» is simple if 
n > 1. 
We now deEne another type of simple comtrans algebra. The algebras are said to be 
of re&f Grosgmonn type. For each positive integer n, let O(n) be the group of orthogonal 
n x n-matrices. Let o(n, R) be the corresponding Lie algebra, and let O" be the corresponding 
comtrans algebra CT(o(n, R)). The underlying set of O" may be taken to be the set of skew-
symmetric real n x n-matrices. Let p and q be integers. Then the real Grassmannian comtrans 
afgebro G^'^(R) is deEned to be the subalgebra of consisting of those matrices X whose 
entries are zero if t and j are either both not greater than p, or else both greater than 
p. From a geometrical point of view, GM(R) appears in the tangent space to the symmetric 
space 0(p4-ç)/0(p) x O(ç), the Grassmann manifold of p-dimensional hyperplanes in RP+^ (cf. 
Example XI.10.3 of [5]). The exact criteria for the simphcity of (R) are given below. For 
the purposes of this and subsequent sections, it is convenient to use the notation of [3]. The 
main result of that paper (Theorem 7.1) decomposes each orthogonal comtrans algebra O"^ 
aa a cascading sum of subalgebras ..., E^. In accordance with the decomposition, 
define ej to be the skew-symmetric difference #('+!) J — of elementary matrices, where 
is the matrix with 1 in the (: + 1, j)-entry and 0 elsewhere. In this notation, the 
"Euclidean space" E' is spanned by {e? | 1 < j < g}. The algebra QP'^(R) is then spanned by 
the basis 
A = | 1 < J < P, 0 < ( < g} (1.3.3) 
and therefore hag dimension pç. 
Example 1.3.1. G^'^(R) has basis 
A = {e?,g^,e!,e%,e|,e|,e3,e|} (1.3.4) 
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which corresponds to the matrices 
g 
O
 
0 0 0 1 0 
o
 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
, eî = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
, 4 = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ™1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
, eg = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
) e4 — 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
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1.4 ACTION OF THE ENVELOPING ALGEBRA 
The class CT# of all comtrans algebras over a fixed ring A forms a variety in the sense of 
universal algebra. This variety becomes (the class of objects of) a bicomplete category whose 
morphisms are the homomorphisms between comtrans algebras (cf. Theorems IV 2.1.3 and 
2.2.3 of [13]). For a member E of CT#, let -E[%] denote the coproduct of E in CT# with the 
free da-algebra on a singleton {%}. For %, %/ in g, there are A-module homomorphisms 
A"(r,y) : E[X] -» g[X];z [z,z,y], (1.4.1) 
A(i, y) : E[%] E[X]; z ^  (z, i, t/), (14.2) 
and 
l,(z, y) : _E[%] -> E[%]; z i-> (?/, z, z). (1.4.3) 
The universal enveloping algebra U(E) of E is the E-subalgebra of the endomorphism ring of 
the A-module g[%] generated by 
{A"(z,!/),B(z,2/),Z,(i,!/) | z,T/ € E} 
[7]. Note that the maps 
(%,?/) ,-»#(%,3/), (%,;/)»-» #(%,?/), (r,;/) Z,(z,i/) (1.4.4) 
from E x E to (7(E) are bilinear. For a comtrans algebra E, the restrictions to E of the maps 
(1.4.4) play a role analogous to that of the adjoint mappings 
Ad(z) : Z, —> Z,; z M- [z, z] (1.4.5) 
determined by elements z of a Lie algebra Z,. In particular, (1.3.2) shows that 
jf(z,z) = Ad(z)2 (1.4.6) 
in CT(Z). 
1.4.0.1 ALGEBRAIC CONCEPTS 
Definition 1.4.1. Given a comtrans algebra D over R, a comtrans ajgebro Aomomorp/wam 
/ : g ^ 4 D 
is an R-module homomorphism 
such that for all z,y,z E E, 
= /[z,y,z] (1.4.7) 
and 
(/a:, /%/, /z) = /(z, y, z). (1.4.8) 
The kernel kerf of the comtrans algebra is the kernel of the R-module homomorphism /. 
The ideals of the comtrans algebra g are the kernels of the comtrans algebra homomor-
phisms with domain E (Proposition 3.1 of [9]). 
Definition 1.4.2. A comtrans algebra is said to be monic, if its commutator and translator 
agree. 
Definition 1.4.3. A comtrans algebra G is said to be the Wemof TAomaa sum of subalgebras 
g and F if: 
1. As a module, G is the internal direct sum of its submodules g and F; and 
2. The containments 
[E,F,F]ÇF, [F,F,F] CE, [F,F,F] CF, (1.4.9) 
(F, F, F) Ç F, (F, F, F) ç F, (F, F, F) Ç F, (1.4.10) 
[F,F,F] ÇF, [F,F,F]ÇF, [F,F,F]CF, (1.4.11) 
<F,F,F) ÇF, (F,F,F) ÇF, (F,F,F) ÇF (1.4.12) 
are satisfied. 
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CHAPTER 2. SIMPLE COMPLEX GRASSMANN ALGEBRAS (^(C) 
In this chapter we define a new class of comtrans algebras. The algebras are said to be of 
complex Grassmann type. We discuss their simplicity and show that each algebra in this class 
is an internal Thomas sum of its subalgebras E and F defined below. 
2.1 COMPLEX GRASSMANN ALGEBRAS G%"?(C) 
For each positive integer n, let U(n) be the group of unitary complex n x n-matrices. Let 
u(n, C) be the corresponding Lie algebra, and let U" be the corresponding comtrans algebra 
CT(u(n, C)). The underlying set of U" may be taken to be the set of skew-Herrnitian ri x n-
matrices. Let p and g be integers. Then the compter Grassmann comtrans oZgebro G^'^(C) 
is defined to be the subalgebra of U*^ consisting of those matrices % whose entries 
are zero if * and j are either both not greater than p, or else both greater than p. From a 
geometrical point of view, the algebra G^^(C) appears in the tangent space to the symmetric 
space U(p 4- ç)/U(p) x U(g), the Grassmann manifold of p-dimensional hyperplanes in 
(cf. Example XI.10.8 of [5]). Using the same notation as for G^'^(R) in Chapter 1, define 
to be the skew-symmetric difference J — of elementary matrices. Define to be 
where L 
Remark 2.1.1. Note that i as a superscript or subscript is not a square-root of —1. 
In this notation, the "Euclidean space" E* is spanned by {ej | 1 < < a}. The algebra 
C'^(C) is then spanned by the basis 
A = | 1 < ; < p, 0 < t < g} U | 1 < ; < p, 0 < t < ç}, (2.1.1) 
and therefore has dimension 2pq. 
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Example 2.1.2. G^(C) basis 
A={ e \A ,e lA, l lS Î , l l ! i } ,  P'1 '2) 
which corresponds to the matrices 
0 0 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 1 
, ef = , eg = , 4 = 
- 1 0  0  0  0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 - 1 0  0  0  0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0  
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 
,  f !  =  0 0 0 0 , / '= 0 0 i 0 , /# = 0 0 0 i 
o
 
o
 
o
 
0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 
2.2 SIMPLICITY OF 
The following proposition is readily verified by direct computation with the matrices in-
volved. 
Proposition 2.2.1. /nside tAe /o/Zowing actions ta&e p/ace; 
.f. K(e^, e*) negates e' /or j ^  i,negates e* /or t ^ a, negates /? /or j ^ *, negates /* /or 
t ^ a and maps /^ to —4/-%-
&. ^(/',/') negates ej /or j ^  t and /or t ^ a,negates /? /or j ^ i and /* /or t ^ a and 
maps e? to —4e*; 
g. A"(e',/^) maps e* to -/^ and /j to ej /or ; = * and t ^ a or ji and t = a and maps 
/' ^  4e?; 
A"(/', e^) maps e* to -/j and /j to e* /or /or j = z and t ^ a or j ^ * and t = s and 
maps e' to 4//; 
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J. /or s ^ t, i ^ switches /J and /j and maps ej to -e| and e* to -e'. J/i ^ J 
and s = t or s ^ t and i = j then j^(/*, /j) maps e* to —2ej; 
6. #(e',Gj) /or s ^ t, i ^ j switches e| and e^, maps /^ to -/J and /' to -/j. j/ i ^ ^  and 
s = t or s ^ t and i = j then fT(e*, e*) maps /* to —2/^; 
7. 7C(/^,Gj) /or s ^ t, i ^ j switches /* and e? and /^ and e*. J/i ^ j and s = t or s ^ t 
and i = j then K(/', e^) maps e* to 2/j; 
& #(e',/j) /or s ^ t, i ^ j switches /^ and e^ and /? and e|. j/i ^ j and s = t or s ^ t 
ond i = ^' then K(e',/j) maps // to 2e*, 
while the other basis elements of Gp'q(C) are annihilated by these maps. • 
We will prove this proposition using a series of lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2.2. fbr j ^  i, jf(e',e') negates e^. 
froo/. Assume j ^  i. We will show that, 
e^(e', e') = —ej. 
e^(ef, eO = e^efe? - 2e?ejef + eje^^. 
We will compute e?e?e?, 2e?eje? and e-e'e^ separately, and then combine them to get the 
result. Observe that 
0 otherwise. 
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We will use this fact throughout the proof of this lemma and in the proof of subsequent lemmas. 
_ |_g(s+l)J _ £;j,(s+l)j |£f(s+l), i_g(s+l),i  _ _g(«+l),i_gj»,0+l) 
_ £)*,( s+1)_g'( s+1).» 4. _gi-(s+l)£ji,(s+l)j 
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+l, 
_ #),('+!)][#('+'),('+') + g*,'] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
—[I?(S+1)J - g-7'(s+1)][_E(s+i)'(s+I') + E i À ]  —  -[£(s+1)j£;(!+1)J 
+ J5(s+1)j_E,i'i _ £?i.(s+!) 
_ £J3,{s+l)_g(s+i),(s+i)|  
e-e'Gj = _ ^i,(a+l)-j^(a+l)j _ #7,(«+!)] 
— |_g( s+1)''_g( s+1)» i  _ £;(s+l),i(s+l) 
0 if i = s+l or j = s+l, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_[#(»+!),(*+1) _|_ _ jgj,(«+!)] _ _rg(s+l),(s+l)jg(a+l)j 
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= ^(•s+1)'ig(s+1)j _ _g(s+1),ij5'J,(s+1) 
_ jR^Cs+l)j£(s+l)j _gi,(s+1)jy(s+l)jj |_g(s+l),i  _ gi,(s+l)j 
f 0 if i = s+l or j = s+l, 
_gij + (^+i)g),('+!)][g(«+i),« _ #i,(a+i)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
I'-E^ + g i '( s + 1)EJ'(s+l)j |_g;(s+l),i  _ £>i,(s+l)j __ |- _  gi,j fi{s+l),i gi,j£j,(s+l) 
4- J5».(s+i)jgJ>(«+i)jç;(s+i).i 
_ RJAS+1J R(S+1J,11 
= 0. 
Hence, 
e?#(e?,e«) = - gMJ = _e« 
Lemma 2.2.3. fbr a ^ t, A"(e*, e') negates e|. 
Froo/ Similarly, we will show that, 
e*if(e*,e') = —e|. 
#K,e?) = e|e%-2e^k + e^fe|. 
• 
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We will compute e^e'ef, 2e^eje^ and e'e'e^ separately, and then combine them to get the result. 
— [_g(t+1)>i _ _giXt+1)j[_g(s+1),i_g;(s+1)1i _ j7j(s+l):i_gi,(s+1) 
_ gi'(s+1)£'(s+1).i .j. ('+!)] 
0 if if i = s+l or i = t+1, 
_[g(*+i),^ _ otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_[£:(t+1)>i _ £«,(t+l)][£;(s+l),(s+l) jjMj _ _^(<+l),i_g(s+l),(5+l) 
+ _ _E,Z,(<+1)£;(s+l),(s+l) 
_ 5*,(t+1) 51,il 
— _^((+l),\ 
From this result we get, 
0 i f i = s+l or i = t+1. 
_[£(*+!),(.+1) + £n,i][g(i+i),i _ Bi,(i+i)] otherwise. 
e-44 = 
The later simpliûes as follows: 
_[#(«+!),(*+1) 5i,ij^((+l),i _j^,(t+l)j _ rjg(:+l),(f+l)5((+l),i 
— 5(^+1),(a+1)51,((+1) 
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-2e*eW = - 5*.(«+i)] [5(^+1),* _ _ 5*,(«+i)j 
= —_ 5^+1),«51,(4+1) 
_ 5:,((+1)5(3+1),: _|_ 5*,(t+i)51,(3+1)1 
0 if i = s+l or i = t+1. 
_2[g(«+l).' - 5^,(^+i)][_5((+i),('+:)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_2[5(s+1)>! _ 5i,(s+i)]|„5(t+i),(s+i)j = _2[—5(s+1)''5^+1)'(5+1) + 5i>(s+1)5(t+1)>(s+1)j 
= 0. 
Hence, 
e|K(e?,ef) = - #(*+!)'< = -e|. 
• 
Lemma 2.2.4. 7C(e^, e^) mopa to —4/'. 
fmo/. Similarly, we will show that, 
= -4/f. 
e f )  =  -  2 e » / f e :  +  e f e f / ^ .  
We will compute 2e^/'e? and separately, and then combine them to get the 
16 
result. 
+ JST'W-l)][#('+!),: _ 
= #(3+1),* _ #(«+!),:#*,(«+!) 
_ #:,(«+l)jg(a+l),i  _|_ _gi,(s+l)_gi,(s+l)j 
0 if i = s+l, 
_:[g('+i),« + ^,(«+i)][E('+i),('+i) + otherwise. 
The later simpliEes as follows: 
—%[#(*+!)'* + #i,("+l)j^('+l),("+l) 4. #*,:] = _^#(»+l),i#(a+l),(«+l) 
+ g(s+1)'i EKl + S i'(s+1)g(s+1)'(s+1) + 
gji,(s+l) jgi,i] 
= -i[g("+l)'' + ('+!)] 
=- f i ­
ll sing this result, 
0 if i — s+l. : 
+i),(,+i) + g;,'][g(«+i),« + #',(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
+ #*,('+!)] = _^g('+l),(«+l)#(«+l),: 
_|_ jg('+l),(a+l)jgi,(«+l) ^i,i^(a+l),i 
= + Jgi,(^+1)] 
= '/A 
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— _2j[£,(s+1)>ijg(s+1)'i -j- jg:,(a+l) _ £?-(s+l)#(«+!),' 
_ #i,(a+l)^,("+l)][g(«+l),* _ #*,(«+!)] 
0 if i = s+l, 
_2%[E(4+1),('+1) _ _ #',(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_2î[_Ë;(s+:l)'(s+1) — g®'i][g(s+1)'i — 5i'(s+1)j = |_g(s+1)'(s+i) _g(s+i),z 
— £j(s+1)'(s+1)£!''(s+1) _ _gz,i_g(s+l),2 
Hence, 
= -4/f. 
• 
Lemma 2.2.5. For t ^ a, A"(e?,e') negotes /*. 
f roo/. Similarly, we will show that, 
/fATKX) = 
e^) = — 2e'/*e^ + 
We will compute /^ef, 2e^/^e? and e'e-/^ separately, and then combine them to get the 
result. Now, 
0 if i = s+l, 
-%[#(*+!),i + gi,(t+i)][#(,+!),(,+i) + otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
+ jgi,(t+l)j^(a+l),(a+l) gi.ij _ _^#(«+l),«#(«+!),(a+1) 
#(*+!),:gi,* 
+ jfjji'it+l) je*.»] 
0 if i = s+l, otherwise. 
_i[g(«+i),(«+i) + ^,«][g(t+i),* + ^ ,(«+i)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
-Î[£Ks+1)'^+1) 4- Ei,i)[E^t+lS),i + gi'(t+1)] = -i[£j(s+1)'(s+1)E(i+1)'1' 
_l_ £>(s+l),(s+l)£i,(t+\) +  gi,i£(t+l),i  
+ E i' iE i'( t+1î] 
= #(*+!)'' + ((4-1) 
_ #i,W-l)#(*+!),i _ #*,(«+%)jgi,(H-l)]^g(«+l),« _ #*,(«+!)] 
f 0 if i = s+l, 
+ #('+i),^,((+i)j^(.+i),i _ gi,(,+D] otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
i[JE(s+1),ii?(t+1)'i + _Ej(s+1)'(t+1)][£'(s+1)'i — g*'(a+i)j = j[Jfi;(s+1),»Jg;(t+1)!iJE,(s+1),i 
4. jg(s+l),i_gi,(t+l)^(s+l),i 
— g(s+1)'i £^'(t+1) _gi,(s+1)j 
= 0. 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma 2.2.6. for j ^  i, K(e*,e') negoteg /?. 
Proof. We will show that, 
= /Jefef - 2ef/Je? + e%/?. 
We will compute 2e?/^e- and e'e*/? separately, and then combine them to get the 
result. 
{0 if i = s+l, 
-i[g(a+W + gj,('+!)][#('+!),('+!) + otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
—+ £ji'(s+1)][j5(s+1)'(s+1) 4-
+ je,(s+1)J_Ë;(s+1)'(s+1) + _gi,(s+i) 
0 if i = s+1, 
+^;,(6+i)j otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
—i[JS?(s+1)'(s+1) + E i , i][E^s+l')^ + S-?'(s+1)] _j[£'(s+1).(s+l) _£|(s+l)j 
0 if i = s+l, 
otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
— 
_u _gi,(s+l)jg;j,(s+l)jp(s+l),i 
= 0. 
Hence, 
• 
Hence, 1. of Proposition 2.2.1 follows by Lemma 2.2.2, Lemma 2.2.3, Lemma 2.2.4, 
Lemma 2.2.5 and Lemma 2.2.6. The proof of the other parts of Proposition 2.2.1 is given 
in the Appendix. 
Lemma 2.2.7. I,eZ p, g 6e o pair o/ integers digger fAon 1. TAen /or eac/i 1 < i < p and 
0 < s < q, the ideal J of Gp,q{C) generated by e?+s or ff+s is improper. 
froo/. For 1 < j < p with j ^  i, the left alternativity (1.1.1) and Proposition 2.2.1 yield 
so that J contains the whole p-dimensional Euclidean space spanned by | 1 < j < p}. 
Similarly, for 0 < t < ç with f ^ a, one has 
(2.2.2) 
Applying the above argument argument with replaced by the various for ^ ^ : it is 
clear that J contains 
A = | 1 < j < p, 0 < ( < g}. 
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For 1 < J < p with j ^ *, using the left altemativity (1.1.1) and Proposition 2.2.1, and 
replacing by in the equation 2.2.1 we get 
eT'Xl/r', eT") = (2.2.3) 
so that J contains the whole p-dimensional space spanned by | 1 < J < p}- Similarly, 
for 0 < < < g replacing with in the equation 2.2.2 we get for ( ^ g, 
= -/^K(e?+',e?+") = /?+*. 
Applying the above argument with replaced by the various for j ^ t, it becomes 
clear that «7 contains 
a = I 1 < j < P, 0 < f < g} 
and hence the basis (1.3.4) of G^'^(C) i.e the ideal generated by is improper. Similarly 
the ideal generated by is improper. For 1 < J < p with j ^  i, the left altemativity (1.1.1) 
and Proposition 2.2.1 yield 
/ r ' ) = ( 2 . 2 . 4 )  
so that J contains the whole p-dimensional space spanned by {fj+s | 1 < j < p}. Similarly, 
for 0 < t < q with t ^ ,s, one has 
/r^(/r\ /r')=-/r^(/r\ =/r*. (2.2.5) 
Applying the above argument with replaced by the various for j ^  i it is clear that 
J contains 
B = {/;+'|l<j<p, 0 < ( < g}. 
Fori < j < p with % ^ j, the left altemativity (1.1.1), Proposition 2.2.1 and replacing 
by in the equation 2.2.4 we get, 
zr^(f ,/r")= 
so that J contains the whole p-dimensional Euclidean space spanned by | 1 < j < p}. 
Similarly, for 0 < f < g replacing with in the equation 2.2.5 we get for ( ^ a, 
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Applying the above argument with replaced by the various for j ^ *, it becomes 
clear that J contains, 
A = | 1 < J < P, 0 < ( < g}, 
and hence the basis (1.3.4) of G^^(C). O 
Theorem 2.2.8. For eocA poir o/ inséra p, g > 1, no( 6o(/i egwof to 2, G^'^(C) w aimpZe. 
Pmo/. Let r be a non-zero element of a non-trivial ideal J of G^(C). It will be shown that 
J contains a non-zero multiple of an element of the set A of (1.3.4). The result then follows 
by application of Lemma 2.2.7. Suppose that p > g. (The case g > p is similar.) Consider 
the expression of % as a linear combination ULi of 
elements of the basis A of (1.3.4). Suppose that a particular coefficient Xj+t is non-zero, that 
{ t ,  u }  i s  a  2-e lement  subset  of  {0 , . . .  ,g  —1},  and that  { j ,  k ,  1}  i s  a  3-element  subset  of  ,p } .  
Using Proposition 2.2.1, 
where ^ is an element of J. Again by Proposition 2.2.1, 
VK(ef+",4+1) = pf e^' + X'+'ff*' = 2. 
Now using Proposition 2.2.1, 
z%(eP+\/P+*)==4A?+X^, 
as required. Similarly suppose that a particular coefficient is non-zero, that {(, u} is a 
2-element subset of {0,..., g - 1}, and that (j, A, Z} is a 3-element subset of {1,... ,p}. Using 
Proposition 2.2.1, 
xK(^ + " ,  ef' )  =  e ' * "  + - Af'/f" " Xf Vf = V,  
where i/ is an element of J. Again by Proposition 2.2.1, 
w f ( = r ™ , = r ' ) = f + A f / r * = * •  
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Now using Proposition 2.2.1, 
as required. O 
The following example due to Im and Smith [14] shows that G^(R) ^ simple. However, 
(?2'2(C) is simple as proved below. 
Example 2.2.9. G^(R) is not simple, since — e% and 4- span a proper, non-trivial 
ideal ff of G^(M). Similarly, — e% and + eg span a proper, non-trivial ideal J of G^'^(R). 
In Shell's classification [6] of 2-dimcnsional algebras over an algebraically closed field of char­
acteristic 0, the coinplexifications of both H and J are of type E(I, I). The algebra G2,2(R) 
decomposes as the direct sum fT ® J. 
Theorem 2.2.10. j/p = q = 2, <Ae ofgebro G^'^(C) is aimpfe. 
Proo/. Let z be a non-zero element of a non-trivial ideal J of G^(C). It will be shown 
that J contains a non-zero multiple of an element of the set A of (2.1.2). The result then 
follows by application of Lemma 2.2.7. Consider the expression of z as a linear combination 
+ ELo ZLi of elements of the basis A of (2.1.2). Suppose 
that a particular coefficient (i = 1 or 2) and (a = 0 or 1), is non-zero. For ( ^ a and 
i ^ j, using Proposition 2.2.1, 
/?+') = Z Z /,^) + g g /M 
s=0 i=l s=0 i=l 
= = T/. 
I/A"(e^,e^) = -^+"g2+(^(e2+(,g2+() _ ^2+(g2+,^^2+t g2+t) 
+ A?+'/^#(e^, e^) + e^+') 
= -4A^+'/?+^. 
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Similarly, if the particular non-zero coefficient is ( i = 1 or 2) and (s = 0 or 1), we have, 
for t ^ a and t ^ j , using Proposition 2.2.1, 
s=0 i=l s=0 i=1 
= 4- = I/-
/%+*) = ^2+^2+«X(/;+\ /^+*) + /?+*) 
- A2+«y2+(^(/2#,/2+() _ 
= -4/i^'e^. 
• 
Theorem 2.2.11. For p ^ 2. the algebra Gp,1(C) is simple. 
Proof. Let z be a non-zero element of a non-trivial ideal J of G^(C). It will be shown that 
J contains a non-zero multiple of an element of the basis of GP^(C). The result then follows 
by 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 of Lemma 2.2.7. Express z as a linear combination of the basis of G^((C). 
2=1 i=1 
Suppose that a particular coefficient say is non-zero, 
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e?)=- ELz - ELi 
%/iAT(^, ^)=ELs ^ 4" + ELi Af/f =1/2, 
^K(eg, e§)=- Z^4 - ELi ^ /f = !/3, 
+ ELi %= ^ -1, 
^_^(^, ^ ,)=(-i)^ (EL+2 + ELi )= ^1, 
yp_iK(eg, e%)=(-l)P(e^ + !/p, 
%,-K"(/i,/n =(-1)^(4" + EL2 ^ /f)=!/p+i' 
W2p-2jK"(/p, /p)=(-l)^""^(4e^)= i/2p-i-
Since by Proposition 2.2.1, each if(e^,e^) annihilates e^, negates for ^ ^ i, negates for 
J 7^ * and sends to —4/^. Similarly, each annihilates /^, negates /? for ^ i, 
negates for j ^ * and sends ej" to —4e?. Clearly is not annihilated, since ^(e^,^) is 
not, one of the maps above, and hence we get a non-zero multiple of evt and the result follows. 
A parallel result is obtained if the particular non-zero coefficient is Af, by imitating the steps 
above. • 
Example 2.2.12. The algebra G^(C) is simple. 
Proo/. This example demonstrates the proof above. Let z be a non-zero element of a non-
trivial ideal J of G^(C). It will be shown that J contains a non-zero multiple of an element 
of the set A of (2.1.2). The result then follows by 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 of Lemma 2.2.7. Express z 
as a linear combination of the basis of G^(C). 
Z = A^ + A^ + ^ y2_^2/2_ 
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Suppose that a particular coefficient say A^ is non-zero, 
yK = 4A J f  i  +  4//|e| = z,  
zK(e|,e2) = _4A^/f. 
If the non-zero coefEcient is A2 we have, 
z^,e^) = -A^-4^/f-^ 
(/l, 61) = — Ag/g + ^2^2 = 
zK(e2, e|) = 4A2/2 -
If the non-zero coe&cient is we have, 
T^,e!) = -A^-4^/2_^y2 
= 4^/f + 4^/^ = z, 
If the non-zero coefEcient is we have, 
2/%(^, e^) = 4^/^ + 4^/^ = z, 
Corollary 2.2.13. For p ^  2, tAe oZgebm w gimpZe. 
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Proo/. Let z be a non-zero element of a non-trivial ideal J of (R) . It will be shown that 
J contains a non-zero multiple of an element of the basis of (R). The result then follows 
by 2.2.1 of Lemma 2.2.7. Express z as a linear combination of the basis of 
p 
= I>X). x 
i—l 
Suppose that a particular coe&cient say ^ is non-zero, 
yt-iK (^+1, e^+1)=(—i) t+1 (Y^=t+2 f(;f )= yt+i, 
I/p-i^(ep,^)=(-l)Pe^= 
Since by Proposition 2.2.1, each e^) annihilates e? and negates for j ^ *. Clearly 
is not annihilated, since AT(e^,e^) is not one of the maps above, and hence we get a non-zero 
multiple of e£ and the result follows. • 
Theorem 2.2.14. TAe o/gebro G^'^(C) ia atmpfe. 
Pmo/. Let z be a non-zero element of a non-trivial ideal J of C^(C). It will be shown that 
J contains a non-zero multiple of an element of the basis of G^'^(C). The result then follows 
by 2.2.3 of Lemma 2.2.7. Express z aa a linear combination of the basis of 
z = + X/i-
Suppose that is non-zero, 
/i ) = /i ) 
= using Proposition 2.2.1. 
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Similarly if A* is non-zero, 
= 4Aj/i, using Proposition 2.2.1. 
• 
Remark 2.2.15. Note that O^(R) is 1-dimensional and hence trivially simple. 
Theorem 2.2.16. for p ^ 1 and g ^ 1, (Ae afgetra G^'^(C) w womofyAic to fAe a/gebra 
G*'P((C). 
Proof. Define 
/ : Gf'9(C) -4 G^(C);Aw. 
= ^4 go / is a bijection. It su&ces to show that / is a comtrans algebra homomorphism. 
/k, I/, z] = /[ryz - %/iz - zzy + zyz] 
= [zi/z — 2/zz — zzy + z%/z]^ 
= (%%/z)^ - (yzz)^ - (za%/)^ + (z%/z)^ 
= z^/z^ - z^z^/ - %/^^z^ + aVzf 
/[z,l/,z] = [/!,/%/,/z] 
• 
Corollary 2.2.17. For p ^ 1 and q ^ 1, the algebra Gp'g(M) is isomorphic to the algebra 
G^(R) . 
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Proof. This is immediate by replacing C by R in the last proof. • 
Hence 
A = {(?'"(€) | p ^  1, g^l,p^g} (2.2.6) 
and 
g = {G?'*(R) | p ^ 1, g ^ l,p ^ g, (p, g) ^ (2,2)} (2.2.7) 
are all the simple complex Grassmann comtrans algebras and all the simple real Grassmann 
comtrans algebras up to isomorphism respectively, where the restrictions on the indices are 
made in order that the algebras should be simple and of dimension greater than zero. 
2.3 GM(C) AS A THOMAS SUM OF ITS SUB ALGEBRAS 
Theorem 2.3.1. For eacA pair o/ integers p, g > 1, tAe aZgeùro G^'^(C) is on interna? TAomas 
sum of its subalgebras E = Gp,q(\R) and F, where F is generated by {fj+t | 1 < j < p, 0 < t < 
Hence F and F are subalgebras of C'^(C). It su&ces now to show the containments (1.3.9) 
and (1.3.11) of the Definition 1.4.3. 
Proo/. By Proposition 2.2.1 we have, 
[F,F,F] ÇF, 
[F,F,F]ÇF. 
[F, F, F] Ç F, by 2. and 5. of Proposition 2.2.1, 
[F, F, F] Ç F, by 3. and 8. of Proposition 2.2.1, 
[F, F, F] Ç F, by 4. and 7. of Proposition 2.2.1. 
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Similarly, 
[F, F, F] Ç F, by 1. and 6. of Proposition 2.2.1, 
[F, F, F] Ç F, by 4. and 7. of Proposition 2.2.1, 
[F, F, F] Ç F, by 3. and 8. of Proposition 2.2.1. 
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CHAPTER 3. SEPARATING THE SIMPLE COMTRANS ALGEBRAS 
This chapter is devoted to the problem of showing that the complex Grassmann comtrans 
algebras are not isomorphic to other types of simple comtrans algebras. Now it is certainly 
clear that the Grassmann algebras are not of Hermitian type. Indeed, the Grassmann algebras 
are monic, while the algebras of Hermitian type are not monic. 
3.1 COMPLEX GRASSMANN ALGEBRAS AND RECTANGULAR 
MATRICES CT(A,B) 
A critical feature of the complex Grassmann comtrans algebras is that they are monic. The 
following proposition, due to Xiaorong Shen, identifies all CT(A,B) having such an agreement, 
showing that they arise from a symmetric bilinear form. (Proposition 5.1 of [15].) Let 
denote the module of m x n matrices over a unital commutative ring A. 
Proposition 3.1.1. .Let A 6e an n x n and 5 an m x m matriz ouer a unito/ commutative 
ring R such that the comtrans algebra CT(A.B) is non-abelian, but with equal commutator and 
translator. fWote tAat tAe abefion cage w triwaf^. TAen n = 1, and CT(A,B) = CT(A^, /) 
/or t/ie gymmetric 6ifinear /orm 
/ : x : (%, Y) w. -AX^gy. (3.1.1) 
furthermore, tAe commutator in CT(A^, /) ig giuen 
[%, y, z] = -yAz^gz + xAy^gz (3.1.2) 
WiicA agneeg u/itA tAe commutator in CT^A,B^. 
Definition 3.1.2. A vector space with a trilinear composition [%, y, Z] is called a Lie triple 
gygtemfLTS) if the following identities are satisfied: 
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1. [%,%,X]=0, 
2. [%,y,z]+[y,%,%]+[z,%,y] = o, 
3. [%, y, [[/, y, y, y, [%, y, y], ty]+ y, [%, y, %i]. 
The three identities hold in CT(L), where Z, is a simple Lie algebra, and hence hold in any 
subalgebra of CT(L). In particular, they hold in G^(C) and G^(R). 
Theorem 3.1.3. Let R be a field of characteristic zero. Then, no simple comtrans algebra E 
can he simultaneously of the form CT (A.B) for some matrices A, B and of the form Gp,q(C). 
Proo/. Suppose that a simple comtrans algebra E is simultaneously of the forms CT(A,B) and 
Gp,g(C). As a CT(A.B), its commutator is given by (3.1.2) of Proposition (3.1.1), and as a 
Gp'g(C), it must satisfy the three identities in the Definition(3.1.2). In particular, it must 
satisfy 3. of the Definition (3.1.2). We will show that the identity 
[x, y, [[/, y, tr]] = [[%, y, cr], y, + [[/, y, y],w] + [[/, y, [x, y, w]] 
does not hold in CT(A,B). By (3.1.2) of Proposition (3.1.1), 
[%, y, [[/, y, w]] = [%, y, -y^^gw + [/Ay^gTy] 
= - yAx7g(-yA[/rgty + c/Ay^giy) 
+ %Ay^g(-yA^g:y + c/Ay^giy) 
=yA^gyA^BTy - yA^^gc/Ay^gpy 
- xAy7gyA[/Tgty + %Ay^g[/Ay^gw: 
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By (3.1.2) of Proposition (3.1.1), 
y,c/],y,ty] = [-yA%^B[/ + XAy?W, y, iy] 
= - yA[-yA%^B(7 + %Ay^(/y]^Ty 
+ [-yAX^Bc; + %Ay^(/y]Ay^BW 
=yA^B^%A^y^ty - yA^B^y^z^Ty 
- yAX^BC/Ay^Biy + zAy^c/yAy^Biy. 
By (3.1.2) of Proposition (3.1.1), 
[[/, [%, y, y],iy] = [[/, -yA%^By + %Ay^By, 
=(yA%^By - xAy7ay)A[/rgiy 
+ [/A(-yA%^gy + %Ay^By)^B^y 
=yAx^gyA[/^BW - %Ay^ByA[/^BW 
- c/Ay^B^y^B^ + [/AyVyA^A^Bwr 
By (3.1.2) of Proposition (3.1.1), 
[[/, y, [%, y, ty]] = [[/, y, -yAx^B^ + xAy^Bty] 
= - yA[/^B(-yA%^BTy + xAy^Bty) 
+ [/Ay^B(-yA%^Biy + xAy^Biy) 
=yA^ByA%^Bvy - yA^BXAy^Biy 
- [/Ay^gyA%^Bpy + (7Ay^B%Ay^Bty. 
The term (7Ay-^BXAy^BTy appears in the expansion of [U,V,[X,Y,W]] and does not 
in the expansions of [[X,Y,U] ,V,W], [U,[X,Y,V] ,W] and [X,Y,[U,V,W]]. Therefore, 
[%, y, [[/, y, w]] ^ [[%, y, z/], y, vy] + [%, y, y],^] + [[/, y, [%, y, w]], 
a contradiction, and hence CT(A,B) ^ g^'^(C). 
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3.2 COMPLEX GRASSMANN ALGEBRAS AND LIE ALGEBRAS 
CT(L) 
In this section, it will be shown that no simple Grassmann comtrans algebra appears 
as the comtrans algebra CT(Z,) of a Lie algebra Z,.The following definition is modelled on the 
concept of the characteristic polynomial of a Lie algebra (cf. §111.1 of [4]). 
Definition 3.2.1. Let A be a field, and let JS be a monic comtrans algebra of finite dimension 
n over A. Let {J%i,..., be a set of n indeterminates over A, and let {ei,... , e»} be a basis 
for E over R. Then the characteristic polynomial of the comtrans algebra E with respect to 
the basis {e%,..., 6%} is the characteristic polynomial of the endomorphism 
K ( X y e y  +  •  •  •  +  X n e n ,  X \ e \  +  •  •  •  +  X n e n )  (3.2.1) 
of the extension of the comtrans algebra E to the field of rational functions over the set 
{%i,..., of indeterminates. 
For finite-dimensional monic comtrans algebras over a field, the dependence of the charac-
teristic polynomial on the choice of basis is analogous to the dependence exhibited by charac­
teristic polynomials of Lie algebras (cf. §111.1 of [4]). In particular, the multiplicities of the 
factors of the characteristic polynomial are independent of the choice of basis, and thus provide 
invariants of the algebra. 
Proposition 3.2.2. TAe characteristic po/ynomiaf o/ t/ie simpfe Gnassmann comtrans oige6ra 
gp,9(C) Aoa (eoat one fineor /actor o/ mwZtipZicity o»e. 
froo/. Take the basis (2.1.1) of G^'^(C), and consider the specialisation 
#(eT\eT') (3.2.2) 
of (3.2.1). Then the basis (2.1.1) consists entirely of eigenvectors of (3.2.2). By Proposi­
tion 2.2.1, the eigenvector is multiplied by -4, while the rest are all negated or annihi­
lated. [] 
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Proposition 3.2.3. Z,ef ZL 6e o aimp/e reoi fie oigebro o/ dimension Zorger (Aon 3. TAen eocA 
Zineor /ocfor o/ (Ae cAorocferiatic pofynomioZ o/ CT(Z,) oppeors witA mWfipZicity of Zeoat 2. 
froo/. This is the proof of Proposition 5.2 of [14]. O 
Theorem 3.2.4. TAere is no reof Zie oZge6m Z, sucA tAot <Ae aimpfe Gnwamonn comtmna 
oJgebro G^'^(C) is iaomorpAic fo fAe oZgebm CT(Z<). 
froo/. Suppose that there is a real Lie algebra Z, such that (?M(C) is isomorphic to CT(Z,). 
Then CT(Z,) is simple, and its dimension is at least 6. By Theorem 3.2 of [9], the real Lie algebra 
Z, is also simple. By Proposition 3.2.3, each linear factor of the characteristic polynomial of 
C T ( L )  has multiplicity at least 2. On the other hand, by Proposition 3.2.2, the characteristic 
polynomial of GP'^(C) has at least one linear factor of multiplicity one. Thus GM(C) and 
C T ( L )  cannot be isomorphic. • 
3.3 COMPLEX GRASSMANN ALGEBRAS AND REAL 
GRASSMANN ALGEBRAS 
The simple real and complex comtrans algebras up to isomorphism are given by (2.2.6) 
and (2.2.7). Since Gp,q(C) has dimension 2pq and GP,9(R) has dimension pq, it is clear that 
G^'™(C) GM(R), for the cases where p and ç are odd integers. For each algebra G^'^(C), 
G^'?(R) has the same dimension as C^(C), and it is these cases that we need to separate. 
When p = ç = 1, the two actually coincide, as the following result shows. 
Theorem 3.3.1. (^(R) S G^fC). 
Proo/. G^(R) has basis 
which corresponds to the matrices 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 and eg = 0 0 1 
-1 0 0 0 -1 0 
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0^(C) has basis 
which corresponds to the matrices 
0 1 
and /i = 
0 i 
e} = 
-1 0 i 0 
Define 
A : G^(C) G^(R);e| M- 2e^,/^ M- 2e^. 
We will use a brute force attack, to show that A is a comtrans algebra isomorphism, by 
considering all the eight possible cases. 
1. By Proposition 2.2.1, 
A[eï,e|,e|] 
[Ae),Aeï, Ae|] 
A(0) = 0, 
[2e|,2e|,2e|] =0. 
2. By Proposition 2.2.1, 
3. By Proposition 2.2.1, 
M/i ! e i , e i ]  — M~4f i )  — — Se j ,  
[A/i,Ae|,Ae|] = [2ei,2e^,2e2] = -86^. 
= -^(0) = 0, 
[Ae|,Ae},A/i] = [2^,262,26^] = 0. 
4. By Proposition 2.2.1 and left altemativity (1.1.1), 
= A(4e|) = 8e^, 
[A/^,Ae|,A/^] = [2e^,2e%,2e^] = -8[e^,e^,e^] = 8e^. 
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5. By Proposition 2.2.1 and left altemativity (1.1.1), 
= A(4/^) = 8e^, 
[Ae^, A/^,Ae^] = [2e2,2e 1,2^2] = —8[e^, e^, e^] = 8e^. 
6. By left altemativity (1.1.1), 
A[/^,/f,4] = A(0)=0, 
[A^,A^,Ae|] = [2e^,2e!,2e^ = 0. 
7. By Proposition 2.2.1 and left altemativity (1.1.1), 
-Meii f i i f i ]  —  ^(_4ej ) = —8e|, 
[ X e \ , X f l , X f l ]  = [2e|, 2e2,2e2] = —Se2. 
8. By Proposition 2.2.1, 
A[/i,/i,/i] = A(0)=0, 
[Vi,A/i,A/^] = [2e^,2e^,2^] = 0. 
• 
The next case when the dimension of G^'™(C) coincides with the dimension of G^'^(R) is 
when the dimension is 4, and the corresponding algebras of dimension 4, are G^(C), <32,2^ 
and G^'i(R). Now, G^'^(C) ^ G^'^(R), since G^'^(R) is not simple while O^(C) is simple. Is 
G^'^(C) = G^'^(R)? The answer is no. 
Theorem 3.3.2. (?^(C) is not iaornoî^iAic to G^(R). 
froo/. G^'^(R) has basis 
{e^,e^,e|,e|}, 
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which corresponds to the matrices 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 , ^2 = 0 0 0 0 0 
4 
, 63 = 0 0 0 0 1 , 64 = 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
- 1 0  0  0  0  0 - 1 0 0 0  0  0 - 1 0 0  0  0  0  - 1  0  
The endomorphism 
K ( X  i e f  +  X 2 4  +  - ^ 3 e 3  +  - X 4  e \ .  X \ e f  +  X o e t  +  X ^ e ^  +  X 4  e \  )  
has the matrix 
-%2^ - %3^ -
(3.3.1) 
— 
-Xl%2 
- X ]  X 3  
—%1%4 
— X 2 X 3  
—%2-^4 
—%1%3 
-X2%3 
- %2^ - %4^ 
-%3%4 
—%1%4 
—%2^4 
—%3%4 
- %3' 
(3.3.2) 
with respect to the basis 
{ej,e^,4,4}. 
Using Matlab the characteristic polynomial of the matrix 3.3.2 is 
z(i 4- 4- %2^ 4- 4- %4^) 
i.e the characteristic polynomial of G^(R) always has a linear factor of multiplicity 3 and a 
linear factor of multiplicity 1. (3^(C) has basis 
which corresponds to the matrices 
0 0 1 0
 
0
 
0
 0
 
. 
0
 0 0 0 
II 0 0 0 , 4 = 0 0 1 , / f  =  0 0 0 , / 2  =  0 0 ; 
- 1 0  0  0 - 1 0  : 0 0 0 : 0 
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The endomorphism 
K (X i e-i + X'je^ + X3 fi + X4/I, X1 e'j + X^e^ + A'3/j2 + X 4  /2 ) (3.3.3) 
has the matrix 
-X22 - 4%3^ -
%i%2 -
4X1X3 
3X2X3 + X1 A'4 
—A'iX'2 — 2X3X4 
-Xl% - Xg^ - 4X4^ 
3X1X4 + X2X3 
4X2X4 
4XiX3 
X2X3 + 3XiX4 
-4Xi^ - X%2 - X^^ 
— SXiXg + X3X4 
X1X4 + 3X2X3 
4X2X4 
—SXiXg + X3X4 
-X^ - X3% - 4X2^ 
(3.3.4) 
with respect to the basis 
Using Matlab the characteristic polynomial of the matrix 3.3.4 is 
z(z + 4Xi % + 4X2% + 4X3^ + 4X4^)(i + Xi% + Xg^ + X3% + X4^)^ 
i.e the characteristic polynomial of G?2,1(C) always has 2 linear factors of multiplicity 1 and a 
linear factor of multiplicity 2. Hence, (7^(C) ^ G^'^(R). [] 
The next case when the dimension of G^'™(C) coincides with the dimension of (?M(R) is 
when the dimension is 6, and the corresponding algebras of dimension 6, are G^(C), G^'^(R) 
and (?G,i(g). 
Theorem 3.3.3. JVone 0/ the oZgeAma G^'^(C), G^'2(R) and G^(R) w womorphic to the other 
two. 
Proo/. G^'^(R) has basis 
{^î, 63,63,64, e|, eg}. 
The endomorphism, 
jf(Xie2+X2e2+X3e34-X4e^+X5eg+X6eg, Xiei+X2e2+-^363+X4e4 4-X5eg+X6eg), (3.3.5) 
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has the matrix 
x,' - X;' - -*1X2 *1*S X%X* X;X: XiXg 
— X52 ~ Xg2 
X1X3 -Xi^-Xa'-X^ X2X3 X;X* XzX; X3X8 
— X52 — Xg2 
X1X3 XgX: -Xi= - Xa' - X4' X,X< X3X5 X,X, 
X1X4 X%X* X,X* -Xi= - X3' - X*^ X5X4 XgX* 
-X5' - X»' 
XiX, XaXg X,X, X4X: -Xi^-X^Z-Xg' XsXg 
XiX, XaXg X3X0 X4X, XgXg -Xi^ - X;' - X,' 
—  X 4 2  —  X 5 2  
(3.3.6) 
with respect to the basis 
{e?,e%,e|j,e|,e!;,e%}. 
Using Matlab the characteristic polynomial of the matrix 3.3.6 is 
x ( x  + X y2 + X'>~ + X32 + X^ + A*52 + A'f,2 )5 
i.e the characteristic polynomial of G^'^(R) always has a hnear factor of multiplicity 5 and a 
linear factor of multiplicity 1. (7^(C) b&g basis 
M, 4 4/f,/#,/#}-
The endomorphism, 
+Xs/2+-^6/3), (3.3.7) 
has the matrix 
— — X32 — 4X42 
-Xg: - Xg= 
X,%2 - 3X*X, 
X1X3 - 3X* X, 
4X1X4 
X1X5 + 3X3X4 
Xi À'e + 3X3X4 
X 1 X 2  —  3 X 4 X 5  
-Xi' - x,' -x<: 
-4X;2 - Xg: 
X2X3 — 3X5X5 
XaX4+3%i%5 
4X2X5 
XgXg + 3X3X5 
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X1X3 — 3X4X5 
X2X3 — 3X5X5 
— Xi2 - x22 - X 4 2  
— X52 — 4 Xg2 
X 3 X 4  4- 3XiXfj 
3X2X5 4- X 3 X 5  
4X3 %6 
4X1X4 
X 0 X 4  - 4 - 3 X 1 X 5  
X 3 X 4  + 3Xi Xg 
—  4 X %  2  —  X 3  2  —  X 4 2  
— X52 — X62 
—  3 X i  X 2  +  X 4 X 5  
— 3X'i Xg 4- X' 4  X Q  
Xj X5 4- 3X2X4 
4X3X5 
3X2X64-X3X5 
— 3X1X2 4" X 4 X 5  
Xl^ - 4X:^ - Xs^ 
-X*: - Xg' 
—  3 X 2  X 3  4- X 5  X q  
XiXg +3X3X4 
X2X6 +3X3X5 
4X3X0 
— 3Xi A'3 4- XgX4 
—3X2X5 4- X5X5 
X12 - X22 - 4X32 
-x*' - X;= 
(3.3.8) 
with respect to the basis 
{444/? , /# , /D-
Using Matlab the characteristic polynomial of the matrix 3.3.8 is 
x ( x  + X^2 + X22 + A';j2 + X42 + X52 + Xg2) ( x  + 4Xi2 + 4X22 + 4X32 + 4X42 + 4X52 + 4Xg2) 
i.e the characteristic polynomial of G^'^(C) always has a linear factor of multiplicity 4 and two 
linear factors of multiplicity 1. G^(R) has basis 
{444444} .  
The endomorphism, 
.fr(Xie^+X2e^4-X3e2+X4e^+X5ej;+X64 Xie^+Xge^+Xaejz+Xae^+Xseg+XGe;;), (3.3.9) 
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has the matrix 
-X:'' -
-X,X« 
X 1 A" 3 — X 2 X.\ 
X] A"2 — A 3 X 4  -A'i A'4 + 3X1X3 
— XsXg 
2X3X3 XgXg + X 1 X 5  
-Xg 
2X1X4 
2X1X4 
-X/ - X4" 
-X,' 
2X2X3 X2X4 — X1X3 — X1X2 + X3X4 
— X5X6 
-XgXg+XiX; 2X1 Xg 
2X3X5 X~2 Xg — X1X5 
—  X 4 X 6  - r  X 3 X 5  
2X4X5 
-X1X3 + X3X4 X4X5 + X3X5 
—  X 5  X g  
2X3X5 
2X3X5 
X2X4 — X% X 3  2Xj Xg X2 Xg — X1X5 
2X3X5 -Xi' -x,= 
-Xe' 
X 4  Xg — X 3 X 5  —X1X2 — X3X4 
+x„Xg 
2X4X5 
X4X6 — X 3 X 5  
-_Y] A'2 — X 3 X 4  
+X;X, 
-x,-' 
(3.3.10) 
with respect to the basis 
{^,61,62,62,63,63}-
Using Matlab the characteristic polynomial of the matrix 3.3.10 is 
aV + ^ + %4^ + ^ 5^ + %6^) 
+ (%1^ 4- %2^ + %3^ + ^4^ + + %4^ + %6^1^ + %6^3^ + %2^%3^ + %2^5^) 
- 2%3%4%5%6 - 2%i%2%5^6 - 2%i%2^3%4][^ + 2z(%i^ + %2^ + ^  + %4^ + ^  + %6^) 
+ 2(%6^4^ + + %2^4^ + XiW + + ^ 3^4^ + + %3^%5^) 
- 2(%4 W + ^ 2^ + %2^3^ + %6^%3^) 
4- 4- %2^ 4- %3^ 4- %4^ 4- 4- 4- 8%3%4%5%6 4- 8%i%2-^5-^6 4- 8%iAi2-^3-^4] 
i.e the characteristic polynomial of G^(R) always has a linear factor of multiplicity 2 and two 
quadratic factors of multiplicity 1. Hence, G^(C) gg G^'i(R) G^(R). [] 
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3.4 CONCLUSION 
Though, indeed we have discovered a new class of comtrans algebras, we have not completed 
the separation of the the types G^'™(C) &nd G^'^(R). 
Definition 3.4.1. The nmt of a comtrans algebra E is the dimension of any maximal abelian 
subalgebra of E. 
Currently we, have the following conjectures: 
Conjecture 3.4.2. The rank of GT'9(R) or G^^(C) is min(p, g) = g. 
If our conjecture above turns out to be true, it will greatly assist in separating the cases, as 
we will need to consider only the cases where the rank of the algebras we are separating is the 
same. Thus, to separate the cases when the dimension is 8, which is the case we are currently 
working on, we will need to separate G2,2(C) and G4,2(R), and, Gr4'1(C) and GS,1(R). 
Conjecture 3.4.3. For » ^ 2, characteristic polynomial of the endomorphism 
K{X\e  1 +  • •  1  + X2 n C2n< X\e \  +  • •  •  +  X2n&2n)  
(i.e. characteristic polynomial of G#^(R)) ig 
z(z + + . . . 
Conjecture 3.4.4. For n ^ 1, characteristic polynomial of the endomorphism 
K ( X  i e j X n  e n  -f-  Y i f i  +  . . .  Y n  f n ,  X  jei + • • • + X n £ n  + V*i /j + .- -VTl/T1) 
(i.e. characteristic polynomial of (7"'^(C)) is 
x ( x  +  4 A " i 2  +  . . .  4 X n 2  +  4 Y i 2  +  •  •  •  +  4 Y n 2 )  
(z + + . . . + - - - + ^ 
If conjecures 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 turn out to be then we will have the result: For n ^ 2, 
G2n,l(R) % G*'1(C). 
Eventually we hope to prove a general theorem that completely separates the two types. 
This work forms part of a research programme devoted to the study of comtrans algebras &om 
a purely algebraic point of view, concerned especially with the discovery and classification of 
simple comtrans algebras[l] [3] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]. 
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APPENDIX. 
Proposition .0.5. fnaide GM(C), /of/owing acfiona fate pface; 
j. A"(e*,e') negates ej /or j ^  t,nega(ea ej /or f ^ a, negafea /? /or j ^  negafea /* /or 
f ^ a and mapa /' to —4/'; 
2. #(/*, //) negotea ej /or j ^ : and /or f ^ a,negafea /J /or ji and /* /or ( ^ a and 
mapa e' to —4e'; 
3. K(ef, //) maps ej to -/j and /j to e* for j — % and t. ^ s or j i and t = s and maps 
/f fo 4e?; 
4- K ( / / ,  e;- )  maps e*- to -/j and /j to ej- /or /or j = i and t ^ s or j i and t = s and 
mapa e* to 4/'; 
J. A"(/',/y) /or a ^ t, * ^ j awitcAea /* and /^ and mapa to -e* and to -ej. j/ * ^ j 
and a = t or a ^ t and % = j tAen A"(/*, /?) mapa e? to —26*; 
& A"(e',6j) /or a ^ t, i ^ j awitcAea e* and mapa /* to -/j and /* to -/*. 7/: ^  j and 
a = t or a ^ t and t = j tAen ej) mapa /' to —2/^; 
7. A"(/',ej) /or a ^ t, * ^ j' atwtcAea /* and and /? and ej. # * f j and a = t or a ^ t 
and * = ^ tAen A"(//,e*) mapa to 2/j; 
& AT(e*,/j) /or a ^ t, * ^ j awitcAea /* and e' ond /? and e|. J/* ^ j and a = t or a ^ t 
and * = j tAen jf(e-,/j) mapa /^ to 2e*, 
wAife tAe otAer baaia eZementa o/G^'^(C) are anntAi/ated 6y tAeae mapa. O 
Lemma .0.6. K(/*,/') mapa e' to —4e'. 
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froo/. We will show that, 
#) = -4e 
We will compute e'/'/*, and e'e'// separately, and then combine them to get the 
result. 
— — [£;(s+1)'i _ £;i.(s+1)j[jg;(s+1)'i_g;(5+1)>i + _g(s+i),i£;i,(s+i) 
_|_ _gi,(s+l)^(s+l),i + £ji,(s+l)^t,(s+l)j 
f 
0 if i = s 4-1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
[_g;(s+1)i » jg(s+1).i 
= = -e?. 
Using this result, 
0 if i = s-t-l, 
_ ^,('+i)] otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
_j_g(«+1)>0+1) Ei,i][E^s+l^i — ^'(s+1)] — —[£?(s+1)'(s+1)jy(s+1)>' 
_ £;(s+l),(s+l)jg«.(« + l) ^1.!£•(.<-rl),i 
= = -e?. 
+ _£7i'(«+1)j5(s+1):i _ _g,î:(«+l)^,(s+l)jj-jg(s-fl),t _g;î,(s+l)j 
0 if i = s+1, 
-  ^( ' + 1 ) , ( ' + ! ) ] +  j g i . W - i ) ]  o t h e r w i s e .  
The later simpliûes as follows: 
— _g(i+1).(J+1)Jgri>(*+l)j 
= -2[-E^+^'' + = 2e? 
Hence, 
= -4e?. 
• 
Lemma .0.7. For t ^ a, negoka ej. 
-Proo/. Similarly, we will show that, 
= -4 
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#(/?, /,?) = - 2/,'4// + 
We will compute 2//e*/* and ///'e* separately, and then combine them to get the 
result. Since 
from above, 
4/'// = 
0 if i = t+1, 
_[#(*+!),i _ otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_[£?(«+!)>» _ J7«,(t+l)j^g(s + l),(s+l) + £H,!j [s(t+1)'is(s+1)'(s+1) 
///M = 
0 if i = t+1, 
(s+1) + otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
-[£j(s+1)'(s+1) + E i>i][E^ t+1^ , i  - JS i'( t+1)] = _[£;(s+1)'(s+1)£;( t+1)' i  
— Jg(s+1)'(s+1)£;i'(t+1) 4. Ei:i 
= 
= —2 [£?(s+1)'i£,(t+1)'i — jç(s+l),î 
0 if i = t+1, 
2[#(»+i),((+i)][#(s+i),' + .#,(«+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
2 jg(s+1),(m) jg ,(s+1),i 2£j( s+1)>( t+1)_E''( s+1) — 0. 
Hence, 
Lemma .0.8. For < ^ g, negates /*. 
Froo/. Similarly, we will show that, 
/') = - 2/,V,Vf + 
• 
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We will compute 2/'/*/^ and separately, and then combine them to get the 
result. Since 
///,' = 
&om above, 
0 if i = s+1 and i = t+1, 
i J :  —  ^  
_*^('+i),(«+i) + + ^ ,((+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
^*,(t+l)l = _;r^+l),(a+l)^((+l),i 
_ £>(s+l),(s+1) (t+1) jqjt,i^j(«+l),t 
— _B*'*^'((+i)i 
, 0 if i = s+1 and i = t+1, 
A-/'/' 
-i[#(t+i).i + ^,(t+i)]^+i),(»+i) + otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_|_ ^( (+1) , :^, ( t+l)^(«+l) , (a+l)  
+ ^ '.((+1)^,'] 
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= 2i[E^s+1">,iE^ t+1") , i  + £j(s+1)' i£: i'( t+1) 
0 if i = s+1 and i = t+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_g;(s+l),(i+l) jj(s+l),i _|_ £j(s+l),(t+l)_gi,(s+l) _ q 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.9. for j ^  i, #(/',/') nepafea 
froo/. We will show that, 
, /n = - 2/,'/;//+y.v.v;. 
We will compute /*/'/-', 2/'/*/^ and separately, and then combine them to get the 
result. 
AT/f = 
if i = s+1 ond j = s+1, 
otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
_ 4 -  j g j . ( s + 1 ) j | J g ( s + 1 ) . ( s + 1 )  _ j _  E i , i) — — i[£;(s+1)j£;(s+1)'(s+1) 
4-  £ l («+ 1 )J_i_  _gi>(«+ 1 )_g(s+l) , (s+l)  
4-
—8iJ?(s~M^'s+1) if i = s+1 and j = s+1, 
= ' 
_*[_B('+1),(«+1) + + #),('+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
—i[£j(s+1)>(s+ l) 4- ^,«][£;(s+l)J + _gj,(s+l)j _ _[Jg(s+1),(s+l)jg('+l)j 
4. _g(s+l),(s+l)_gj,(s+l) _gi,i£{s+l),j 
4.  jS*,(»+l)#(H-l)j  4 .  ^ * , («+1)(«+!)]  
16*^'"'"^''+^) if i = s+1 oncf j = s+1, 
+ 5®'(s+1)j otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
Hence, 
• 
Hence, 2. of Proposition .0.5 follows by Lemma .0.6, Lemma .0.7, Lemma .0.8 and 
Lemma .0.9. 
Lemma .0.10. #(e', //)) mapa to 4e*. 
Froo/. Using the left altemativity (1.1.1), and 2. of Proposition .0.5 proved above, 
• 
Lemma .0.11. For f ^ a, A"(e', /*)) mapa e| to —/*. 
Froo/. We will show that, 
We will compute e|e?/?, and //e'ej separately, and then combine them to get 
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the result. 
+ ^,('+!)] 
_ £ji,(«+l)^(t+l),! _j_ £ j i , ( s + l ) j5«,(M-l) j^(s+l) , î  ^ z , ( s+l) j  
— ^_£^+l)>*jg:(*+l)>» _ ^;(s+l),(t+l) _ _gn,(s+1)£>(t+l),tj|jg(s+l),i _|_ ]£»,(«+!)] 
0 if i = s+1 or i = t+1, 
_^(«+i),(t+i)[jg(«+i),i + ^ ,(»+i)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
^ E ( s + 1 ) , ( W ) j ^ ( s + l ) , i  _  i E ( s + l ) , ( t + l ) j p j i , ( s + 1 )  _  q 
0 if i — s+1 or i = t+1, 
%[#(«+!),' + _ ^(a+i),(t+i)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
%[#(*+!)'' + _g:'(«+l)j^(t+l),: _ jg(^+l),((+l)j __ ^('+l),*Jg(«+l),i 
_ 2(«+l),«2(i+l),(*+l) 2*,(«+l)^((+l),i 
_ _£*,(*+!)_g(s+l),(t+l)j 
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0 if i = s+1 or i — t+1, 
+ ^ ,(«+i)][_^(W),(4+i)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_î-[Jg;(s+1)»i£;(t+1)'(s+1) Jgi1(s+1)_gj(4+i),(«+i)j _ Q 
e^e 
0 if i = s+1 or i = t+1, 
—i[JB(i+1)'(s+1)][£;(s+1)'i + £JI>(S+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
— ( a + l ) l  =  _ ^ ( ( + l ) , \  
Hence, 
Lemma .0.12. for * ^ j, A"(e',/')) maps ej <0 —/?. 
f mo/. We will show that, 
e^(<,/n = -/;. 
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We will compute e'e'/j', /*eW and separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
=  _  # ' , ( « + ! ) 4 .  
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1, 
+ 2T'('+i)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
I 0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1, 
i[I?(s+1)>z + j^'(s+i)j|__gnjj otherwise. 
The later simpliâes as follows: 
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= »[#(*+!)'' + ^ '(S+1)][£J^+1)J£j(5+1)'i _ _gi'« _ _gJi>(s+l)_£«>(-s+1)] 
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1, 
[^(»+i),: otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
ejef// = i[ij(s+1)J - _g;i'(«+1)jf£;(s+i).î _ £»>(«+!)]_g;(«+i).» + ^ ',(«+!)] 
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1, 
—+ Si'(s+1)] otherwise. 
The later simpliEes as follows: 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.13. for % ^ j, /*)) mopa to —e?. 
froo/. We will show that 
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/; y,') = /?e;/,? - e?/;# - ///;ef + /#/;. 
We will compute /je'/', e?/?/?, /'/^e' and //e'/f separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
f 0 if i = s+1, 
+^,('+i)][g(»+i),(4+i) otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
= __gj.(s+l)_ 
e'/?/' = + _#J'("+i)][.s;('+i)'' + 2»,(«+:)] 
= -[S(s+1)'< — £ji>(s+1)][_g:(s+1)j £j(*+i)>« + fihi + _gi,(s+i)^',(s+i)j 
0 if i = s+1, 
_[#(«+!),i _ ^,(«+i)][jg(4+i)j\g(6+i),: + otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
= 0. 
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{0 if i = s+1, 
-[fN + ^ ,(«+i)^,('+i)][g(4+i),: _ ^,(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simpliGes as follows: 
- [ E > ' J  + £«>(«+!)Jgj.(«+1)j^(«+1).2 _ £J':(s+l)j — — [j^J_g(s+l),i + f i i , ( s + l ) £ j j , i j  
= 0. 
— _[_g(s+l),i + _giî,(s+l)jj-_gj(s+l),i_g;(s+l)j _ g i , j  _  g i , ( s + l ) f i j , («+1)| 
0 if i  — s+1, 
[#(,+1),i + ^ ^ ,(,+1)^,,(,+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
[#(«+!),* 4. 4. 4. ^(:+l)(a+l) 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.14. for t ^ s, A"(e',/')) mopa to —ej. 
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Pnoo/. We will show that, 
= -4-
/,^K, A') = - ef/,V/ - ///M + -
We will compute /fe'/*, and separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
0 if i = s+1, 
((+1)] (4+1) _ otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_|_g(t+l),« + S i'( t+1)][£:( s+1)'(s+l) _ _ _[__g(t+l),îf i t . I  _  g i , ( t + 1)_gu,ij 
_ ^(t+l),i 
4. #i,(t+l)]|\g(a+l),: _|_ g*,(»+l)l 
— _ ^i,(a+l)^*,(t+l)j^(«+l),* ^*,(a+l)i 
{0 if i = s+1, (t+1) +^i,(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_[jg(a+l),(t+l) + ^(«+l),:^((+l),ij^(f+l),* jgt,(«+l)j __ ^(a+l),((+l)^i,(g+l) 
+ ^ («+l),*2(t+l),(«+l)j 
= 0. 
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_ _[jg(«+l),« #«,(a+l)][g(a+l),' _ ^*,(«+l)]^(t+l),' + ^ ,(t+l)] 
0 if i = s+1, 
_[#(«+!),i +j^,('+i)][E(«4-i)Xt+i) +j5(s+i),i_E(t+i)'i] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_|_ _gî,(s+l)j|_g(s+l),(t+l) + jgr(s+l),ij^(t+l),ij _ _[•_£?,(t+1) + £-U_g(t+l),ij 
= _^«,(t+l)_ 
f-f-ef = -[E(S+lS>,i  + Jg;i,( s+1)][£j(t+l),j + £«>(t+l)][£:(«+!).« _ _£«,(s+l)j 
— -[£ ,( s+1)' i jg( t+1)' i  + jj( s+l)'(t+1) _|_ £jt,(s+l)Jgrt,(«+l)jj-^(s+l),i _ _gn,(s+l)j 
0 if i = s+1, 
[g(«+i),«^(t+i),i + ^ (,+i),(t+i)j^(,+i),« _ ^,(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
^(4+l),:g(t+l),: g(*+l),(t+l)j^(a+l),: _ jgi,(«+l)l = _r^(«+l),i^(t+l),«^i,('+l) 
#(a+l),(t+l)2«,(«+l)l 
= 0. 
Hence, 
/^«,/n = -4 
• 
Hence, 3. of Proposition .0.5 follows by Lemma .0.10, Lemma .0.11, Lemma .0.12, Lemma .0.13 
and Lemma .0.14. 
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Lemma .0.15. A"(/',e') mopg e* to 4/*. 
Froo/. Using the left altemativity (1.1.1), and 1. of Proposition 2.2.1 proved above, 
e:K(/,',e:) = -A'KK,e?)=4/,'. 
• 
Lemma .0.16. For t ^ a, K(/',e*) mops ej to /*. 
Froo/. We will show that, 
4-^(/AGf) = 4/^2? — 
We will compute /'e*e', e'ej/' and e'/'ej separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
= i[E^ t+V), i  - £™'( t+1)][_EJ( s+1)' i£'( s+1)' i  _ £;(s+l),(s+l) fit,i _ fii,(s+l)£rt ,(s+i)j 
0 if i = s+1 or i = t+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
f O if i = s+1 or i = t+1, _ gi,(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simpliGes as follows: 
_ # ( * + ! ) , :  _ | _  % # ( « + ! ) , ( * + 1 )  =  Q  
From above, 
0 if i = s+1 or i = t+1, 
j_i#(a4-i),(*+i)[#(a+i),i + _B«,('+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_j_g,(s+1)»(<+1)_g;(s+1)^ _ jg«,(4+i) _ Q 
= [J5(s+1)'2J5(s+1)'i — £:(s+l).(s+l) _ £".i _j_ f i h ( s + l )^;»,(s+l)j^(t+1),i _ j ? i  
0 if i = s+1 or i = t+1, 
_ #:,(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simpliGes as follows: 
Hence, 
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Lemma .0.17. fbr % ^ j, K(/', e*) mopa e' (o . 
f roo/. We will show that, 
— /* e^e* — e'e^/' + ef/'e*. 
We will compute ej/'e?, /'e^e', and e*/'e* separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
0 if j = s+1 or i = s+1, 
j _ #;,(a+i)][_#(a+i),(,-n) _|_ #%,:] otherwise. 
The later simpliGes as follows: 
z[i?(s+1)J — £J'(S+1)][_£,(s+1)'(s+1) + E l , i] = iE^^s+l\ 
/fe'e? = _|_ _ #7,(«+!)] ^ g(s+l),i _ 
0 if j = s+1 or i = s+1, 
_ ^,(4+i)j otherwise. 
The later simpliGes as follows: 
_ jjgij\gi,(a+l) ^ Q 
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=  % [ # ( * + ! ) ' ' —  j g " ' ( * + l ) ^ J , ( » + l ) j ^ ( « + l ) , *  _ | _  2 » , ( » + ! ) ]  
0 if j = s+1 or i = s+1, 
—iSÎJ[E'(s+1)'2 + Sz'(s+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
- LEN#i'(4+i) = 0. 
e f f f e j  =  i [ E < ^ s + 1 ' ) ' i  —  _ B ' ' ( * + l ) ] [ . g ( a + l ) , :  +  £ ! i ' ( s + 1 ) ] [ J 5 ( « + 1 ) J  _  £ J 1 ( S + 1 ) ]  
0 if j = s+1 or i = s+1, 
(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
Hence, 
Lemma .0.18. For t ^ a, A"(/', e') maps to —e|. 
Proo/. We will show that, 
/,%%<) = -4 
en= S ft„S S ft fS I „S fS ft 
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We will compute /'eje', and separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
= _[_E?( t+1)' i  + ^ ,(t+l)j^(s+l),i£;(s+l),i _ fi(s+l),(s+l) + £ i , i  £ i , ( s + l ) £ j i , ( s + l ) - j  
0 if i = s+1, 
+ otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_ [ g ( t + l ) , i  _j_ ^i,(i+l)j|-__g;(s+l),(s+l) _ _jy(t+l),i _ g j i , ( t + 1) g i , i  
= —[£;(s+1)'iJ5(t+1)'i -f £;(s+1),(4+1) _|_ _gi,(s+l)^ji,(t+l)j|^;(s+l),t _ _gn,(s+l)] 
0 if i = s+1, 
+ ^ (,+i),(f+i)j^(,+i),i _ #,(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simpliûes as follows: 
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— —[£;( s+1)' iS( t+1)' i  + _g(«+l),(t+l) _ fih(.s+l)j j j i ,( t+l)^£j(s+l), i  j j} i ,(s+ l)j 
0 if i = 8+1, 
+ Jg(,+1),((+I)j^(g+1),: _|_ ("+!)] otherwise. 
The later aimpli&es as follows: 
j£(s+l),(t+l)jjjy(s+l),z _|_ l)j _ Q 
Jo if i = s+1, 
_^(.+i),(.+i) _ [#((+!),; ^  ((+!)] otherwise. 
The later simpliGes as follows: 
_|\g(s+l),(3+l) _ ^,(*+1) 
_ jgi,(t+1)_ 
Hence, 
= —e*. 
• 
Lemma .0.19. For i ^ j, mapa ej to /?. 
Pnoo/. We will show that, 
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We will compute ej/'e', /*eW, e'ej/' and e'/*e^ separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
g « _  j g t , ( « + ! ) ]  
= 
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
= %#('+!)j. 
('+!)][#(*+!)J _ #J,(4+l)]^(4+l),: _ #',(«+!)] 
— J_g(^+l),i_g(s+l),i _|_ fiij _J_ #i,(s+l)^,(8+l)j^(a+l),i _ _g»,(»+l)j 
{0 if i = s+1 or i — s+1, ;#* j[#(a-H),i _ f^,(4+i)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
i#W#(a+l),i _ *#U#:,(4+1) = Q_ 
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e;e 4. #*,(*+!)] 
-
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1, 
iEi^[E^s+l^>,i + £*>(s+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
= t[£'(s+1)'(s+1) — E{'1 + £j(4+1)'ijg'(s+1)'i + £ J Î , ( « + 1 ) _  _ g j , ( s + l ) j  
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1, 
*[#('+:),(a+i) _ _ gj,(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
^jg(a+l),(a+l) __ __ ^(«4-1)j 
Hence, 
• 
Hence, 4. of Proposition .0.5 follows by Lemma .0.15, Lemma .0.17, Lemma .0.18 and 
Lemma .0.19. 
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Lemma .0.20. For i ^ j and a ^ f, K(/*, mops /* fo /y. 
Proof. If i — t + 1, i = s + 1 and j = t + 1, then i = j and s = t, contrary to assumptions. 
Therefore, we are going to assume t^t + lori^a + lorj^t + l. We will show that, 
/#(.%, /j) = 
We will compute /*/*/;, and /j/'/* separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
f f  f  *  f .  =  — +  _ g i ' ( t + 1 ) ] [ £ : ( s + 1 ) ' i  +  £ j i , ( s + 1 ) ] [ £ ; ( t + l ) j  +  j c ; j , ( t + i ) j  
= —s(s+1)'i+#(*+!)»' £Ji,(s+1) 
4- ^,(<+l)_g(s+l),i + ^i,(s+l)j^(t+l)J + jgj,(t+l)l 
= JE(i+1),(s+1)[JB(f+1)J + ^ '(t+1)j 
= 0. 
— _g(s+l),(«+l)j_g(t+l)j _|_ gj,(t+ l)j 
/J/*/' = («+!)] 
=  — j g ( ( + l ) , ( « + l )  _ | _  ( ' + ! ) ]  
= 4-
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ytyayf _ #7,(*+1)^(4+1),i + JK^,(*+!)] 
—  _ q _ g ( t + 1 ) » i  _ | _  E j A t + l ) ^ £ ( s + l ) , i g ( t + l ) , i  _j_ _g(s+l),(i+l) _|_ £ j i , ( s + l ) J g i , (t+l)j 
= 0. 
Hence, 
Lemma .0.21. For : # j and s ^  t, maps fo /*. 
f roo/. We will show that, 
• 
/)) = 
We will compute /y/'/j/-, /f and /j/f/j" separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. With the same assumptions as before, 
= #''[#(*+1)1? + 
= 0. 
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= + ^ '(t+1)][JEr(s+1)>i£;(s+1)^ + _#("+!)'' ^ ''(s+1) 
_|_ g*,(«+l)^(«+1) j _|_ 
= 0. 
= —i[E^+1^' E^s+l^^ + £;(s+1)'i£;^(s+1) 
4- 5^(s+i)_g(s+i)j _|_ ^.(s+i)£;i,(s+i)j^(«+i)j £;i>(t+i)j 
= 
= _%#*'( W). 
+  #7,(2+1)f i ( s + l ) , j  +  g j , ( t + l ) f i j , ( s + l ) ^ £ { s + l ) , i  ^ £n,(S+l)] 
_  ^ .(t+l),(s+l)^(s+l),i _^_ jgn,(s+l)j 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.22. For : ^  j ond s ^  ^(/', /j) mopa e* (o —e^. 
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Proo/. We will show that, 
<#(/?,/j) =-4 
/J) = 
We will compute e|///j, /jej/' and separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
0 if i — t+1, 
__Ej(*+l), (s+l)[E(t+1)d + _g7,(*+!)] 
otherwise. 
The later simpli&es as follows: 
__g(t+1),(s+l) ^ (t+!) J _|_ _gj,(i+l)j _ _ £ t } ( t + l ) , ( s + l )  , j  _  g ( t + l ) , ( s + l ) £ j , ( t + l )  
= 0. 
0 if i = t+l, 
j + ^ ,(t+i)]#(6+i),(«+i) otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
!jg(W)j _|_ = jg(t+l)j#(a+l),(t+l) _gj,(t+l)£,(s+l),(i-fl) 
= 0. 
— — — £(»+!)>* £?,(<+!) 
0 ifi = t+1, 
#(,+!),((+!) ^ #,',((+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
jj(s+l),(t+l)[£?(t+l),j _|_ £ j , ( t + l ) j  _  f i ( s + l ) , { t + l ) £ ] { t + l ) , j  + _£;(s+l),(t+l)_gi,(<+l) 
_ _g(s+l)j'_ 
0 if i = t+1, 
otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
= («+!)_ 
Hence, 
A  J Y F  £ S  r t  
• 
Lemma .0.23. ^ j and a ^ Z, /j) maps ej (o —e|. 
froo/. By replacing t by a and % by j the result, 
= -4, 
is immediate. • 
Lemma .0.24. s = t and : ^  j or : = j and a ^ f, maps e- to —2e^. 
Proof. We will show that, 
/j) = e;#/; -
We will compute e?/?/?, /'e'/?, /fe'/' and /j/'e- separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
_ jgi,(a+l)#('+!),: _ j^,(a+l)_|_ («+!)] 
0 if i = S+l, 
_[#(,+!),(,+!) _ j + #),('+!)] otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
_rjg(a+l),(a+l) - («+!)] = _[#(«+!) J + #(»+!),(«+l)g*,(*+l)j 
= _#(«+!) J. 
Prom above, 
yggfya _ _^(«+l)j 4. jgj,(«+!)] [jg(«+l),« _ ^*,(«+!)] 
0 if i = s+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
[jg(«+l)j _|_ _ #*,*] = jjg(«+l),(s+l) #j,(»+l)j 
= __g^(s+l). 
0 if i — s+1, 
_[_#(«+!),(«+!) _ j 4. g),('+!)] otherwise. 
!• 
The later simpliEes as follows: 
_[_#(«+!),(«+!) _ #:,«j^(«+l)j 4. #7,(a+l)j — _[_#(«+l)j _ #(«+!),(»+l)gJ,(«+!)] 
= #(^+l)J_ 
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0 if i = s+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_r#(s+i)j + #j,(3+i)][_#(a+i),(3+i) — E"''] = —- _Ey(*+i)] 
= J5-?*'(s+1). 
Hence, 
e?#(#,/J) = -2ej. 
• 
The case i = j and ,s ^ t, is similarly proved. Hence, 5. of Proposition .0.5 follows by 
Lemma .0.20, Lemma .0.21, Lemma .0.22 and Lemma .0.24 
Lemma .0.25. For * ^ j and s ^ f, JC(e^, e*) mapa e* fo e^. 
froo/. We will show that, 
e^(ef, e«) = 
We will compute e*e?ej , e^e*e* , e^e|e* and eWe^ separately, and then combine them to get the 
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result. 
g(g«g( = [#(2+1),' _ #«,(2+l)][#(s+l),( _ #«,(«+l)^#(2+l)j _ #j,(2+l)j 
— |_g(t+l),i_g(s+l),t _ g > { t + l ) , i j ç i , ( s + l )  
#,(*+!) #(«+!),* #*,(*+!)#*,(«+l)^#(2+l) j _ #j,(*+l)l 
0 if i = s+1 or j = t+1 or i = t+1, 
_#(2+i),(«+i)[#(2+i)j _#j,(2+i)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_#(2+i),('+i)#(2+i)j #(2+1),('+!)#;,(2+1) = Q 
efefe' = [#('+!),' _ #*,(a+l)j[#(2+l),« __ #i,(2+l)]|-#(24-l)j _ #J,(2+l)j 
+  # i , ( s + 1 ) +  J 5 i ' ( s + 1 ) # i , ( 2 + l ) j | - # ( 2 + l ) j  -  # ; , ( 2 + l ) l  
0 if i = s+1 or j = t+1 or i = t+1, 
_#(s+i),(t+i) [#(t+i)j _ #?,(t+i)] otherwise. 
The later simpliSes as follows: 
_#(«+!),(2+l)[#(2+l)j _ #j,(2+l)l __ _#(«+!) j 
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gWg? = _ #«,(«+!)] 
— |_g(t+l)J#(t+l),i _ #(t+l),J#i»(i+l) 
0 if i = s+1 or j = t+1 or i = t+1, 
_#j,:[#(»+!),: _ #,('+!) otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
= —#3'i#(s+l),i _jj,i £?i,(s+l) _ #j,(s+l)_ 
g(.gfe| = (*+!)][#(«+!),' _ 
— [JE,(t+1)j£;(s+1)ii _ jfj(H-i),j_grt,(s-t-i) 
4- #(«+!),' _|_ #;,(*+!)#,(a+l)jj-jg(t+l),i _ _gi,(<+!)] 
10 if i = s+1 or j = t+1 or i = t+1, 
Otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
Hence, 
e*A"(e',e*) = e^. 
• 
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Lemma .0.26. For % ^ j and s ^ f, AT(e^,ej) mapg ej fo ej. 
froo/. We will show that 
ejK(e^,ej) = e|. 
gj) — eje'e* — e'ejej — ejeje' + 
We will compute e'e^, e^e^e*, ejeye' and e^e'ej separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
— [^(S+1)J _E'(s+1)'i — £;(s+1)j£^-(s+1) 
_ _gi-(s+l)£;(s+l),i _ £ ; j , ( s + l ) ^ i , ( s + l ) ^ ( t + l ) , j  _  _gij,(t+X)j 
0 if i = s+1 or j — s+1 or j = t+1, 
= 
— jE^>(i+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
- + ^ ,'^,((+1) = g 
^,((+i)^,(,+i)^(«+i)j _ otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
£jj,0+1)JF7"J _ £;j,(<+1)Jgf2'.(s+l)_gj-(s+l) = Q 
— ^(»+l)»»jg(*+l)j _ £;(s-f-l),t£j,0+l) 
_ £:''(s+l)5(5+1) j + £-2,(s+1) jgj,(«+l)jr^;(t+l) j _ jgj,((+l)i 
0 if i — s+1 or j = s+1 or j = t+1, 
— £y'(t+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
- £^_g(*+1)>j + _gj,(<+l)l — ^,((+1) 
eje^e? = - ^ '(<+i)]^(^+i)J _ g;,(«+i)]^('+i),« _ ('+!)] 
= [_g(*+^)J^(^+1)J __ #((+l)j\gj,(a+l) 
_ jgJ.((+i)^+i)j 5;,(t+i)jg;,('+i)j^(«+i),: _ ^*,(«+1)1 
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1 or j = t+1, 
^«+i),(,+i)^(.+i),i _ #i,('+i)] otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
£-(t+l),(s+l)|_g(s+l),i _ _grt,(s+l)j _ _jg(*+l),i 
Hence, 
ejK(ef,e^) = e|. 
• 
Lemma .0.27. For t ^ j and s ^  f, A"(e',6j) maps fo e|. 
froo/. We will show that, 
— e^e? -t- eje'/f. 
We will compute /?e'ej , e'/jej , and separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
_  # * , ( * + ! ) ] _  J g j , ( ( + ! ) ]  
= _#(*+!)'' — ^(«+l)j\g',(»+l) 
+  J5p , ( s + l ) ^ ( s + l ) , i  _  f i j , ( s +1)£;i,(s+l)j|_g(t+l)J _ g j , { t + l)j 
f 0 if i = s+1 or j = t+1, 
j _ otherwise, 
The later simpliEes as follows: 
j _ (t+1) = Q 
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= Î[^s+1^' E^t+l^i — _Ëj(s+1)'»Jg;J,(i+1) 
_ £ii,(s+l)jg(m)J 4_ £;2,(s+l)_g3,(t+l)j^(s+l),j + £y',(s+l)j 
0 if i — s+1 or j = t+1, 
+ +^'("+^] otherwise. 
The later is equal to 0, since 
i[E(s+1)''£(t+1)J + £:i'(s+1)£:^(t+1)] — 0. 
= jgj,(«+!)] 
0 if i = s+1 or j = t+1, 
-i.E'*,-7[2?(t+1),-? — otherwise. 
The later simpliGes as follows: 
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— j3J>(m)|5(s+1)j — jgi,(t+1)_g;J'(s+:L)][£;(s+1)'i _ ^,('+i)i 
0 if i = s+1 or j = t+1, 
_#(t+i),(«+i)[#(a+i),i _#i,(«+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
_^(t+l),(s+l) jj(s+l),t ^(t+l),($+1)^2,(s+1) _ _ jgj(i+l),i_ 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.28. fbr : ^  j and s ^ j^(e',e*) maps /* (o —/?. 
Froo/. We will show that, 
4) = /M4 - 4/M - -
We will compute and separately, and then combine them to get 
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the result. 
= i[E(t+l')'iE(s+l}'i — £'(t+1)'iSi'(s+1) 
_j_ _£?»>(*+ !)jg(s+1)'i _ jyi>(*+i)^,(s+i)j|_g;(<+1)j _ £J^'(i+1)j 
0 if i — s+1 or j = t+1, 
iE(t+i),(s+\)\j^{t+i),j _ ^;j,(t+i)j otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
î'_gKi+1)<(s+1)[_g;(t+1).i _ £;j,(t+i)j _ j_g;(t+1)>(if+i)jg,(t+1)j _ 
= 0. 
0 if i = s+1 or j = t+1, 
+ ^ i,(f+i)] otherwise. 
The later is equal to 0, since 
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— j^(S + 1)>i jg(t+1)»« -j- _g(«+l).« £>!,(f+l) 
0 if i = s+1 or j = t+1, 
i2(,+i),(t+i)^((+i)j _ #7,(*+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
= ^(S+1)J, 
— i[E(t+1^i E^t+1^i + £(t+1)J £^>(t+1) 
10 if i = s+1 or j = t+1. 
—ijEP>i[.E7(4+1)>1 — 5z-(s+i)j otherwise, 
The later simplifes as follows: 
Hence, 
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• 
Lemma .0.29. 7/ a = f and i ^ j or i = j and a ^ A"(e', e^) maps /* <o —2/?. 
froo/. We will show that, 
/,^K,4) = -2/;. 
/'K(e*,e*) = /*e?ej — e*/*ej — + e*e'/*. 
We will compute /*e?e* , e'/'e*, and e^e'/f separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
ffefej = i[E^s+1^1 + Ei'(s+1)][£(s+1)'i - £Ji'(s+1)][£,(t+1)>i _ Jgi.(t+1)j 
— — _g;(s+1).(«+1) + £«,' 
_ J5»'(s+1)_gi-(s+i)^(t+i)j _ jçjj,(t+i)j 
0 if i = s+1 or j = t+1, 
('+!)] otherwise. 
The later simpli&es as follows: 
%[_#(s+l),(a-l) («+!)] _ _%#(a+l),(a+l)^(a+l),j _^(f+l),(a+l)^',(«+l) 
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= iE^s+l^'i£(s+1)'i + jg;(s+i)>(«+i) _ £ji-' 
0 if i = s+1, 
^^(«+1),(«+1) _ + ^ ,('+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
— i[J5(s+1)^' + £:^(i+1)]^(s+1)-»_ _g(s+i),(s+i) _|_ 
_ j^,(*+l)^«,(1+1) 
0 if i = s+1. 
%[#(s+i) j + ^ ,(«+i)][_g^+i),(«+i) + otherwise, 
The later simplifies as follows: 
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0 if i = s+1. 
i[E(a+i)J + +i),(«+i) _ #i,«] otherwise, 
The later simplifies as follows: 
i[E^s+1^^ + £y'(s+1)][j<Ks+1Ms-H) _ = j£(s+1)j£('+1).(s+1) z£J,(s+1)_g(s+1)>(s+1) 
Hence, 
• 
The case i = j and a ^ is similarly proved. Hence, 6. of Proposition .0.5 follows by 
Lemma .0.25, Lemma .0.26, Lemma .0.27, Lemma .0.28 and Lemma .0.29. 
Lemma .0.30. fbr and * ^ J and a ^ /j) mapa (o . 
fmo/. We will show that, 
We will compute e^e'/j, e'e|/j, and /je'ej separately, and then combine them to get 
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the result. 
_ gi,(t+l)^(«+l),i _j_ ^i,(t+l)^*,(f+l)j^(t+l)j _|_ ^;,(t+l)j 
0 if i = s+1 or i = t+1, 
_,g((+i),(«+i)^((+i) j + otherwise. I 
The later simplifies as follows: 
—i£;(t+1)'(s+:l)[£;(i+1)'i -f jgi((+!)] = _j_g(t+1)>(«+1)£j(i+l)j _ j_g(i+l),(s+l)_g|i.(t+l) 
= 0. 
f  0  if i = s+1 or i = t+1, 
+ EJ'(i+1^]J5(t+1)'(s+1) otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
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= —i[^s+1-l,i E^1^1 — £;(s+1)'iJBi'(t+1) 
_ #»,('+!)^(*+1),' _|_ ^i,('+l)^t,((+l)j[jg((+l)J 4. #j,(*+l)l 
0 if i = s+1 or i = t+1, 
-iE(a+i)Xt+i)[E(t+i)j +#;,((+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
—ii£(s+1)>(t+1)[£K*+1)J' + jg;J.<t+1)] = _j_gKs+i),(m)_g>(t+i),j _ j_gf>+i).(f+i)j£j,(<+i) 
From above, 
0 if i = s+1 or i = t+1, 
-i[E(w)J + otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
= 0. 
Hence, 
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We will show that, 
— e'/j/J - /j/jG* 4- /Je'/j. 
We will compute /J/ye' and separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
= _[#(*+!)j' + jgj,(*+!)] 
= _[_g;(«+1)j_E'(s+1)'1' _ £;(s+1).ijg;i.(s+1) 
+ EJ,(s+1)i?(s+1)'' + S-7'(s+l)_g;i,(s+l)]|£;(t+l)J + _g;j,(i+l)j 
0 if i — s+1, 
j + otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
=  -£ h * -  E ^ { E ^ ' ( t + 1 )  
= 0. 
0 if i = s+1, 
[£;(*+1) j + _gj.(<+i)j _ otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
g* y * yj = J _|_ jgj,(«+!)] 
= —[S^+1^,i — si>(s+1)£;(s+1)J 
_j_ #(«+!),:j5J.(s+1) _ £ j i , ( a + l )£;j,(s+l)j|-j^(s+l)j _j_ g j . \  
0 if i = s+1, 
_SU|jg(t+i)J 4- _gj>(t+i)j otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
j + J + otherwise. 
0 if i = s+1, 
otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
= 0. 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.31. For and % ^ j and s ^ jiT(e',/j) maps <o //. 
Proof. We show will that, 
= eX/J - - /Jeje? + 
We will compute e'/j/J, /jeje' and separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
gfgf/j = _ jg;,(«+!)]^(«+1),: _ ^',((+1)] 
= î[£;(s+1)j£;(s+1)'i — 
0 if j = s+1 or i — s+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
= 0. 
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yiejgf = + #),((+!)][#(a+l)j _ _ ^«,(«+!)] 
—  | £ ; ( t + l ) J  _ | _  E j , ( t + l ) ^ E ( s + l ) , j g ( s + l ) , i  _ E ( s + l ) , j £ j i , ( s + 1 )  
_ £?J,(s+l)£i(6+l),i _j_ Ej,(s+1)gji,(s+l)-^ 
0 if j = 8+1 or i = s4-1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
sfej/j — %[#(*+!)'* - £i'(s+1)][£(s+1)^' - £j'(s+1)][£;(t+1)j _|_ E^^t+V>] 
— i[E^+1)'{£;(S+1)J - _g1''(s+1)_E,(s+1)d 
0 if j = s+1 or i = s+1, 
—((+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
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_ #i.(a+l)][#(a+l) j _ ^',(«+!)] 
= i[E^t+1^i + E^^t+l^] [s(s+1)'is(s+1)J — £;j,(s+i)^(s+i)j 
— J5(s+1)'zj5-7'(s+1) + _gi>(s+1)_E;i>(s+1)j 
0 if j = s+1 or i = s+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplif es as follows: 
j _ %#(*+!) 
= 0. 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.32. For ond * ^ j and a ^ 7iT(e',/y) mops fo ej. 
f roo/. We will show that, 
We will compute /j/'e* and separately, and then combine them to get 
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the result. 
0 if i = s+1, 
^(t+l),(,4-i)^(t+l)j jgj,(t+i)j otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
^(£+l),(s+l) |_g(t+l)d J5^(t+1)] —  ^(t+l),(«+1)g ( t + l ) , j  ^(t+l),(s+l)_gj,(t+l)j 
= 0. 
— -f _£p>(t+1)]|jj(t+1)>'_g;(s+1)>i _ £;(t+l),ijçrt,(s+l) 
_|_ £i,(t+1)jçi(s+l),t _ gi,(a+l)l 
0 if i = s+1, 
[#+i) j + ^ ,(<+i)]^(t+i),(,+i) otherwise. 
The later simpliûes as follows: 
[£(t+1)J' + jvy>(t+1)]_g(t+1)'(s+1) — £j(t+1)j_gl(t+l).(«+i) + _gj,(t+i)£;(t+i),(s-fl) 
= ^,(«4-1) 
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= _^(s+1).iJg(t+1)'i + £;(s+1)'i 
0 if i = s+1, 
_^(f+i),(t+i)^(4-i) j + #,,((+!)] otherwise. 
The later simpliûes as follows: 
_ E { s + l ) , ( i + l ) [ E ( . t + l ) , j  _ | _  £ - i , ( t - H ) j  _  _ ^ + l ) , ( t + l ) +  j p ( s + l ) J  £ j ( s + l ) , ( t + l ) ^ ' , ( t + l ) j  
= _ [_£;(«+! ).i_g;(t+l),i + £ j ( s + l ) , i  f i i , ( t + l )  
+  £ji,(s+l)g { t + l ) , i  _ f i i , ( s + l ) j g i , ( t + l ) ^ g j ( t + l ) , j  + _g>i,(i+l)j 
0 if i = s+1, 
+ ^ ,((+i)]_B(«+i),(t+i) otherwise. 
= < 
The later simpliûes as follows: 
= 0. 
Hence, 
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• 
Lemma .0.33. a = f and i ^ j or i = j and a ^ f, AT(e^, /j) mapa /' fo 2e?. 
froo/. We will show that, 
/^(e?,/J) = 2e^. 
/,'*«, /j) = //e# - eJ///J - /J/fe^ + /##. 
We will compute /'e'/j, e*/'/j, /y/'e- and /je?/' separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
/^e'/J = 
= —[S(s+1)'i£j(s+1)'i — _£j(«+l),(s+l) 
_l_ Ei,i — Ei-(s+1)£,i'(s+1)][_g(s+1)j _gi'(s+!)] 
0 if i = s+1, 
^(,+i),(,+i) _ #,,(,+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
[E(s+1)'(s+1) — Ei,i][E^-s+r>^ + Ej'(s+^] = s(s+1)'(s+1)£,(s+1)d + ^(s-f-i),(s+i)^',(s+i) 
— _g(s+1)d_ 
_ _ ^',(^+1)(s+1)] [#(*+!) J 
0 if i = s+1, 
+ ^ '('+1)] otherwise. 
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The later simplifies aa follows: 
-.^gO+iM-s+l) — Ei'i}[E(s~'1'^ + _#)'(*+!)] = _£;(s+l)>(s+1)_g;(s+l),i _ Jg(s+l),(s+l)_g;j,(s+1) 
— — [_E'(S+1)'J + _gi.(s+1)^Jq;(s+i).i_g(s+i),t _ ^(s+i),{s+i) 
+ Eui - £"''(s+1)£'i'(s+1)] 
0 if i = s+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
— ^(s+i)j ^i,(s+X) j j ^_^(s+l),(s+l) + _ £*(s+l)jjRi(»+l),(s+l) + £.j,(s+l)jg.(s+l),(i+l) 
— #7,(3+1) 
= _[_g(»+l)J + jgJ,(«+l)j^(«+l),i _ #*,(a+l)j^(f+l),: #«,(3+l)j 
= _[g(«+l)j + #j,(«+l)ir#(«+l),«#(&+!),: #(f+l),(g+l) 
_ _ jg«,(a+l) jgi,(s+l)l 
fo if i = s+1, 
_[#'+i)j + #,.(,+!)][#(,+i),(,+i) _ otherwise, 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
_jjqjO+i),.? _j_ _gi,(s+l)j |£;(s-H),(s+1) _ _ __g(s+l) , j£ . (s+l),(s+l)  _ _g(s+l),(s+l)  
Hence, 
• 
The case i = j and s ^ t, is similarly proved. Hence, 7. of Proposition .0.5 follows by 
Lemma .0.30, Lemma .0.31, Lemma .0.32 and Lemma .0.33. 
Lemma .0.34. For a ^ f and * ^ j, ^(//, e^) mopa (o e^. 
Proof. We will show that, 
/,%X) = e<. 
We will compute , and separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
_ #7,(«+!)] 
0 if j = t+1, 
-_g(t+i),(s+i)[_g(<+i)J — jgi>(t+1) otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
__g(*+i),(s+i) _ #j,(<+i) — __g(t+i),(s+i) _ _g(i+i),i _|_ ^;(t+i),(»+i)_g;,(<+i) 
= 0. 
#«,((+1)("+!)] 
0 if j = t+1, 
((+!)]#((+!),(a+i) otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
— — [£;(t+1)j£;(t+1)'(s+1) _ Eh(t+1)£>(t+i),(s+i)j 
— gj,(«+i) 
= -[#(*+!)'' + g*,(»+l)j^(t+l),: (t+1)] ps;((+l)j_j,(«+!)] 
= _^(«+l),*#((+!),: + #(a+l),((+l) 
gi,(*+l)#i,((+l)j^((+l)j _ g;,((+l)l 
0 if j = t+1, 
_#(,+i),(t+i)^((+i)j (*+!)] otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
_jç(s+l),(H-l)j-j£(i+l),j _ 5.?',(t+1)] _ _£|(s+l),(i-t-l)jj(«+l)j _j_ jg(a+l),(*+l)gj,(*+l) 
= _#('+!) J 
:*///* = [£j(<+1)'J_i'(t+1)][£;('s+1).i + £Ji.(s+1)]|_g(<+1)»i _gi.(t+l)] 
0 if j — t+1, 
_[Jg(i+1)j _ #7,((+l)]jg(«+l),(t+l) 
otherwise. 
= 
The later simplifies as follows: 
= _[£,(t+1)j_Er(«+1).(<+1) _ _gj,(<+l)j5(s+l),(<+!)] 
= 0. 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.35. fbr a ^ ( and * ^ j, e^) mapa ej fo /*. 
fmo/. We will show that, 
e^(/f, e*) = 
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We will compute /'e^, /'e'e* and 6*6*/' separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
= J#(«+!),» _ #7,' 
0 if j = t+1 or j =s+l, 
-iEJ l[£'(<+1)J —J.(<+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
- z E J , i [ E ^ + 1 - ) j — =  - i [ E J , i E l t + l > , j  -  ( * + i ) l  
= 0. 
_ Jghis+I)£;J,(s+i)]|_g(<+i)J _ 
0 if j = t+1 or j =s+l, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
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_ #j,(«+l)]^g(a+l),i ('+!)] 
0 if j = t+1 or j =s+l, 
-i[S^+1),-? — £V'(<+1)]5J,t otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
j[#(t+i)j _ S-7'Ct+1)]EJ,i = iE^t+V)^— E^'^^E^1 
= i[E(-s+1^iE^^'i — Ei>(s+1)£'-''»(t+i)j[j5(s+1)J _ j7y',(s+i)] 
0 if j — t+1 or j =s+l, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as 0 since — #*,(*+!) jp,((+i)] = Q_ 
Hence, 
• 
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Lemma .0.36. For g ^ ( and i 76 mops fo e|. 
froo/. We will show that, 
/;#(#, = /;^ej - /f/M - 4/;/' + 
We will compute and separately, and then combine them to 
get the result. 
— _rjg(«+i)J_g(s+1)'' -j- gi-1 
+  £ h ( s + l ) E i , ( s + l ) ^ E ( t + l ) , j  _  jyj,(t+l)j 
0 if j = t+1, 
—EJ'i[E(t+1),J - £y>(t+1)] 
otherwise. 
= 
The later simplifies as 0 since i[E^s+1^,lE^t+l^^ — El,^s+1^ E^^t+1^] — 0. 
= < 
0 if j = t+1, 
otherwise. 
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The later simplifies as follows: 
_ _gi,(t+l) _ 
= _^(t+1)>J _ £y'.(t+l)jjjy(s+l)j_g(s+l),i _j_ £j,i 
+ _gj.(s+1)jg;2'1(s+1)j 
0 if j = t+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
^ ( t + l ) j  _  £ } j , i  E j , i  
0 if j = t+1. 
otherwise, 
The later simplifies as 0 since — [E^s+1^'lE^t+l^^ + £J1'(s+1)£'J'(<+i)j = Q. 
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Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.37. For a ^ ( and * ^ j, e* ) mopa e* <o /f. 
Proof. We will show that, 
, G*) = + ej/'e*. 
We will compute /'eje*, and e*//e| separately, and then combine them to get 
the result. 
= i[£Kt+1)>i.EKs+1)'' + _g(i+i),(-s+i) 
—  # » ' ( ( + ! ) j  _  
0 if j = t+1 or i = t+1, 
i E ( t + i ) , ( s + i ) ^ £ j ( t + i ) , j  _  £ j j , ( t +i)j otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
__ #;,((+!)] = ;#((+!),(a+l)#((+!)J _ 
= 0. 
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=  +  #* ' ( '+! ) ] [# ( (+! ) ' '_  #( (+ l ) , i# j , ( (+ l )  _  
_|_ jÇ*,(t+l)#j,(t+l)] 
0 if j = t+1 or i = t+1, 
—i[E^s+1^'1 + j5"'(s+1)]jy,v otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
ejg4y« = + jg«,(«+!)] 
0 if j = t+1 or i = t+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simpli&es as follows: 
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0 if j — t+1 or i = t+1, 
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
z[I?(t+1)J — _EJ'(t+1)]JE;(s+1)>(t+1) = _[£;(t+1)j_g;(s+1).(t+1) + e(s+1)>(t+i)j 
= 0. 
Hence, 
• 
Lemma .0.38. 7/ a = ( and * ^ j or i = j and a ^ ej) mapa e' fo 2e*/?. 
froo/. Assume a = t and i ^ j. (The case * = j and a ^ t is similar.) We will show that, 
e;a%eS) = 2ef. 
We will compute e'/'e^, and e*/'e* separately, and then combine them to get 
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the result. 
— #*,(3+l)j [#('+!),* jg«,(a+l)j^(f+l)j _ #j,(a+l)j 
= j[£j(s+1)'i£;(''s+1)'i + _g(s+1)'(s+1) 
_ _ #*,(3+1)#i,(3+l)][#(3+l)j _ #j,(a+l)l 
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1, 
,[#('+!),(a+1) _ #i,i][#(a+i)j _ #7,(3+1)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
2[#(3+l),(3+l) _ #Vj[#(3+l)j _ #J,(3+l)j _ ^#(3+l),(3+l)#(3+l)j _ #(*+!),(3+l)#j,(3+l)l 
= {#(3+1) J_ 
+ #«,(3+1)] [#(3+1),i _ #i,(3+l)][#(3+l)j _ #j,(3+l)j 
= i[E(s+1)'i£;(4+1)'i — #(«+!),(«+1) 
+ #*'* — #',(3+1)#«,(3+l)j[#(3+l) j _ #J,(3+l)j 
0 if i — s+1 or j = s+1, 
i[_#(3+i),(3+1) +#i,(j [#(3+1)j _#,,(,+!)] otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
*[_#('+!),(a+1) + #«,*] [#('+!) J _ #j,(s+l)] = ^ #(3+1),(3+1)#j,(3+l) _ %#(3+l),(j+l)#(3+l) j 
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44/* = [#('+!),' _ ("+!)] 
= - #J'('4-l)ir#(a4-l),*#(«+!),: + #(*+1),(a+1) 
10 if i  = s+1 or j — s+1,  
otherwise. 
The later simplifies as follows: 
i [ j?( 5 + 1 ) J  — #i ' (s+l)j | -#(s+l) , (s+l)  _  #i , i j  _  #(s+l)J#(s+l) , (s+l)  _  f i j , ( s + 1)^(s+l) , (s+l)  
= #(«+!),' _ #(«+!),(«+!) 
+ _ #*.(«4-l)#*,('4-l)j [#(«+!) j _ #J,(*4-l)j 
0 if i = s+1 or j = s+1, 
#('+i)j - g;'('+:)][-g('+i),(^i) + otherwise. 
The later simplihes as follows: 
%[#(H-l)j _#j,(,4-l)j[_#(s+l),(a+l) ^ = _[_#('+l)j#(«+l),(«+l) + #(a4-l),(,+l)#J,(^+l)j 
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Hence, 
• 
Hence, 8. of Proposition .0.5, follows by Lemma .0.34, Lemma .0.35, Lemma .0.36, Lemma .0.37 
and Lemma .0.38. 
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